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Penalty phase aggravates jurors in Priddy case
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Many of the jurors who
found Donald G. Priddy H guilty
in the death of his ex-girlfriend
are unsatisfied with the state's
criminal procedure that required
them to decide guilt or innocence before recommending a
punishment and left many jurors
feeling they recommended a
light sentence for the 23-yearold defendant.
Jurors heard 2 1/2 days of
testimony and then considered
whether Priddy was guilty of

murder, sec- four men — were interviewed
ond- degree by the Ledger & limes on the
manslaughter condition their names were
or
reckless withheld from publication.
homicide. Telephone messages left with
Initially, the 12 two others were not returned and
jurors
were one juror didn't want to talk
split on mur- about the trial, saying she had a
der and one of difficult time dealing with the
the
lesser process and outcome.
Priddy
offenses,
The body of 21-year-old
according to interviews with six Robin Delk was found naked in
jurors. They said discussions a sleeping bag beneath Priddy's
quickly turned to debates bed after Priddy told investigabetween murder and manslaugh- tors he used a partial halfter.
Nelson to calm Delk down when
Six jurors — two women and she reportedly became angry at

Former FBI
official named
as'Deep Throat'
By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — W.
Mark Felt so feared his role as
Watergate's Deep Throat would
be discovered, he used secret
signals rather
than a phone
to
arrange
meetings with
a Washington
Post reporter.
He hid his
identity as the
who
man
helped bring
Felt
do w n
Nixon from politicians, the public — even his own family.
Thirty years passed. It looked
like Deep Throat might take his
secret to the grave.
But at age 91, with fading
health. Felt revealed his role to a
lawyer, and Tuesday, one of the
most famous questions in politics and journalism was
answered.
It's the last secret" of the
story, said Ben Bradlee, the
paper's top editor at the time the
riveting political drama played
out.
It tumbled out in stages during the day — first when the
lawyer quoted Felt in a magazine article as having said he
was the source; then when the
former FBI man's family issued
a statement hailing him as a
"great American hero." Within
hours, the newspaper confirmed
Felt's claim.
John Dean, counsel in
Nixon's White House and the
government's leading informant
in the Watergate investigation,
said Felt's admission raises
more questions than it answers.

Among them, how Felt gained
access to the information he
gave the Post, said Dean, who
served four months in prison for
his role in the scandal.
"How in the world could Felt
have done it alone?" Dean asked
in an interview with The
Associated
Press
on
Tuesday. He said he couldn't see how Felt, then in
charge of the FBI's dayto-day
operations,
could have had time to
meet reporters in
parking garages at
401811‘ aid kayo secret
messages to set up the
meetings.
The
scandal
that
brought Nixon's resignation began with a burglary
and attempted tapping of
phones in Democratic
offices at the Watergate
office building during his
1972 re-election campaign. It
went on to include disclosures
of covert Nixon administration
spying on and retaliating against
a host of perceived enemies. But
the most devastating disclosure
was Nixon's own role in trying
to cover-up his administration's
involvement.
"I'm the guy they used to call
Deep Throat," Felt, the former
No. 2 man at the FBI, was quoted as saying in Vanity Fair.
He kept his secret even from
his family for almost three
decades before his declaration.
Felt lives in Santa Rosa,
Calif., and is said to be in poor
mental and physical health
because of a stroke. His family

him and the two fell to the floor
in his Almo Road duplex on
Valentine's Day morning 2004.
Reports said she died from
asphyxiation. After her death, he
went to Wal-Mart and bought
cleaning supplies and the sleeping bag, according to testimony.
After five hours of deliberating, the six-man, six-woman
jury found Priddy guilty of second-degree manslaughter, a
Class C felony punishable by
five to 10 years in prison, and
tampering with physical evidence, a Class D felony that carries one to five years in prison.

GOALIE WARS
Monday event
takes so er
the ext e
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Virtter
There is an old saying
from famed novelist Mark
Wain that suggests the
state of Kentucky usually
discovers what the rest of
the world already knows 20
years after the fact.
In the case of what may
be America's fastest growing
extreme sport - Goalie Wars - that appears to
be false. The rest of America did not really
take hold of this soccer-related activity until
the past few years after it was circulated on
a very low-key level starting in the mid1970s, basically as a drill for keepers in
practices. It is obvious, though. that the
word is now out in the Bluegrass as a field
twice as large as last year is expected to
participate in Monday's Second Annual
Jackson Purchase Goalie War at Murray
State University's Cutchin Field.
"Last year, there were 10 participants, ranging in age from 13 to 18.
This time, we've got 20(ranging in
age from 9 to 17), so that shows
where it's going. We have kids
coming from Evansville, Ind..
Pikeville, Jackson, Tenn., and
from the surrounding counties
(including last year's champion, Karen Carmack of
Marshall County)," said
Michael Lovett, an assistant with the Murray State
women's team, who has

III See Page 2A

Many suspected over the years
There was much fingerpointing and speculation over the years as
to who the shadowy secret source was that helped Washington
Post reporters Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein uncover the
Watergate scandal that led to President Nixon's resignation.

25 years of soccer experience under his belt. He
played in goal collegiately at the University of
South Alabama in Mobile during the early
1990s before coaching boys soccer at Mobile's
Murphy High School, then heading to Murray
High School in the early 2000s.
However, he never forgot his first Goalie
War experience in 1990 when he participated in
the No. I Goalkeeper Camp run by Goalie War
creator Dr. Joe Machnik.
"All I knew is that everyone looked forward
to Thursday because that's
when we separated the 'real'
keepers from the 'fake' keepers," Lovett remembered. -So
What
a few years ago, through a
Sealed
simple Internet search, I found awed
the National Goalie War
Association. I knew I wanted
to he part of It somehow, sol
began to train (to compete).
Whom
Since then, I have become the
citdds
chid
KY State Director for the
ai tau.
NGWA."
When:
Lovett said he was inspired
to take that position after
Mmoday,9
meeting NGWA's national
director Jeff Nelson at a tourslosis
nament in Illinois two years
frac
ago. There, he said the two
became engaged in deep conversations about
how this event could-be exiSanded to other markets.
One place targeted was California, which
hosted only a handful of such events last year
but will be home to 25 this year. accounting for
more than half of the 40 Goalie Wars competitions scheduled across the United States in
2005. Last year, the entire country only had
eight.
And locally, a second event in Murray or
some other location in western Kentucky may
have to be scheduled for later this year, simply
because of its popularity.
-You'll be seeing Goalie Wars in the XGames soon, I believe," said Lovett of the most
well-known extreme sports festival in the world
that has been boosted in its popularity even
more the past several years through television

•See Page 2A
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Aost individuals listed as Deep Throat
were connected to the Nixon White House
, Aides
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Leonard Garment
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Speechwriters
Ron
Ziegler, press
Pat Buchanan
secretary
Ray Price
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The jury returned from the sen- viewed said had they known the
tencing phase within minutes, penalty ranges for the offenses
recommending the maximum on they were considering, a murder
both offenses.
conviction would have been a
Because
second-degree more likely outcome. During
manslaughter is considered a deliberations, several jurors
non-violent offense, Priddy will maintained their stance that
be eligible for parole after serv- Priddy should be convicted of
ing three of the 15 years to nothing more serious than
which he'll likely be sentenced. manslaughter.
He's been in Calloway County
"There were some people in
jail since Feb. 15, 2004,and will there that said they weren't
get credit for that time. moving," a 64-year-old male
Calloway Circuit Judge Dennis juror, who favored murder, said.
Foust will officially sentence "I don't think anyone would
Priddy on Friday.
At least five jurors inter- •See Page 3A

Mayfield keeper Tara Isbell
prepares to clutch a shot
fired by one of her fellow participants during Thursday
evening's goal keeping academy session conducted by
Murray State assistant Michael
Lovett that included several
rounds of the extreme sport
Goalie Wars at MSU's Hamilton
Field. Lovett is shown (at right)
firing the ball toward an opposing goal as he participates in a
round himself.
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Former associate FBI director, W. Mark
Felt, left, confirmed as Deep Throat
AP
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Sticker Shock

From Front
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KRISTIN TAYLOR Ledger & Times photo

The line to purchase city stickers curved through
Murray City Hall on Tuesday, which was the last day
to purchase the vehicle decals before a penalty is
assessed. MPD Officer Mike Robinson hands out
information to help the line move quicker. City officals say the line was steadily busy throughout the
day. The decals are required for anyone who lives or
works within the city limits in place of an occupational tax. Throughout June, the city stickers cost S38.50
— a slight increase from $35 for most vehicles.
Murray Police Department officers can begin citing
people for not having a decal and assess an additional penalty. In July, city sticker prices double to $70.

SheriflPolicelogs
investigation.
Calloway County Sheriff's
• A dirt bike was reported
Department
• Vandalism was reported at stolen from a Ky. 94 East loca3:25 p.m. Friday at a Lancaster tion at 1:51 p.m. Sunday.
• Animal abuse was reported at
Road location.
• A four-wheeler accident with a Kirksey Road residence at
injuries was reported at 4 p.m. 1:45 p.m. Monday.
Murray State University
Saturday on Shannon Creek
Police Department
Road. EMS. Murray Fire
Department and Calloway • Criminal mischief was reportCounty Fire-Rescue were noti- ed to vehicles in the Stewart
fied. A private vehicle trans- Stadium parking lot at 5:28
ported the victim to the hospi- p.m. Monday. Faculty members returning from a trip wanttal.
• Damage to a fence on Flint ed to speak to an officer
Road was reported at 12:28 regarding damage done to
p.m. Sunday. A third-degree their vehicles. The matter is
criminal mischief case is under under investigation.
• A bicycle was reported missing from under a stairwell at
College Courts at 7:13 p.m.
The last name of a man Monday.
Murray Police Department
charged with first-degree rape
was misspelled in Tuesday's • Hill Electic reported a theft at
Ledger & Times. It should have 601-A Memory Lane at 2:47
p.m. Tuesday.
been Chris Higgins.
• A purse was reported stolen
The Murray Ledger & Times at Wal-Mart at 3:50 p.m.
strives to ensure accurate and Tuesday.
fair reporting; however mis- • William T. Rosser. 23, of
takes occasionally occur. It is Russellville. was arrested at
the Ledger's policy to correct 6:15 p.m. Tuesday on warrants
errors. To report a news mistake charging him with driving under
the influence, disorderly conor error, please call 753-1916.
duct, possession of an open
alcohol beverage and possession of marijuana.
— Information is obtained
Tonight will
from reports, logs and
have a 600,o
citations from
various agencies.
chance of rain.
Thursday will
j79 have a 500.
chance of rain
IN LOW: with highs in the
mid 70s.
Thursday night
will be mostly
cloudy.

Correction

did not' munediately make him
available for comment, asking
the news media to respect his
privacy "in view of his age and
health."
A grandson, Nick Jones, read
a statement. "The family
believes that my grandfather,
Mark Felt Sr., is a great
American hero who went well
above and beyond the call of
duty at much risk to himself to
save his country from a horrible
injustice," it said. "We all sincerely hope the country will see
him'this way as well."
In a statement issued liter,
Bob
Watergate
reporters
Woodward and Carl Bernstein
said, "W. Mark Felt was 'Deep
Throat' and helped us immeasurably in our Watergate coverage. However, as the record
shows, many other sources and
officials assisted us and other
reporters for the hundreds of stories that were written in The
about
Post
Washington
Watergate."
Among other things, Deep
Throat urged the reporters to follow the money trail — from the
financing of burglars who broke
into the Democratic National
Committee offices to the financing of Nixon's re-election campaign.
The reporters and Bradlee
had kept the identity of Deep
Throat secret at his request, saying his name would be revealed
upon his death. But then Felt
revealed it himself.
Even the existence of Deep
Throat, nicknamed for an Xrated movie of the early 1970s,
was kept secret for a time.
Bernstein
and
Woodward
revealed their reporting had
been aided by a Nixon administration source in their best-selling book "All the President's
Men."
A hit movie starring Robert
Redford as Woodward, Dustin
Hoffman as Bernstein and Hal
Holbrook as Deep Throat was
made in 1976. In the film,
Holbrook's shadowy, cigarettesmoking character met Redford
in dark parking garages and pro-

vided clues about the scandal.
The movie portrayed cloakand-dagger methods employed
by Woodward and Deep Throat.
When Woodward wanted a
meeting, he would position an
empty flowerpot containing a
red flag on his apartment balcony. When Deep Throat wanted
to meet, the hands of a clock
would appear written inside
Woodward's New York Times.
The identity of the source has
sparked endless speculation
over the last three decades.
Nixon chief of staff Alexander
Haig, White House press.aide
Diane Sawyer, White House
counsel John Dean and speechwriter Pat Buchanan and adviser
Len Garment were among those
mentioned as possibilities.
Felt himself was mentioned
several times over the years as a
candidate for Deep Throat, but
he regularly denied he was the
source.
"I would have done better,"
Felt told The Hartford Courant
in 1999. "I would have been
more effective. Deep Throat didn't exactly bring the White
House crashing down, did he?"
Felt had hoped to succeed
mentor J. Edgar Hoover as FBIdirector after Hoover's death.
but was passed over by Nixon
for the job.
Nixon chief counsel Charles
"Chuck" Colson worked closely
with Felt in the Nixon administration and expressed surprise at
the disclosure.
"Mark first served this country with honor, and I can't imagine how Mark Felt was sneaking
in dark alleys leaving messages
under flower pots and violating
his oath to keep this nation's
secrets. I cannot compute that
with the Mark Felt that I know,"
Colson told the AP. Colson
pleaded no contest to an obstruction of justice charge in the
Watergate scandal and served
time in prison.
Another Nixon associate who
wound up behind bars, G.
Gordon Liddy, said he didn't
consider Felt a hero for going to
the Post reporters.
"If he were interested in performing his duty, he would have

Iniussolllamoula„

AP Photo
Bob Woodward, left, and Carl Bernstein, right, the
Washington Post reporters who broke the Watergate
scandal open in the 1970's, arrive at Woodward's home in
Washington, Tuesday. In a statement issued Tuesday,
Woodward and Bernstein confirmed that former FBI official W. Mark Felt was "Deep Throat", the secret
Washington Post source that helped bring down
President Nixon during the Watergate scandal. Earlier
Felt stepped forward to reveal he was "Deep Throat."

gone to the grand jury with his
information," Liddy, who was
finance counsel at Nixon's reelection committee and helped
direct the break-in, said in an
interview on CNN:
The FBI declined to comment Tuesday on Felt's admission.
Felt had expressed reservations in the past about revealing
his identity, and about whether
his actions were appropriate for
an FBI man, his grandson said.
According to the article, Felt
once told his son, Mark Jr., that
he did not believe being Deep
Throat "was. anything to be

proud of. ... You (should) not
leak information to anyone."
His family members thought
otherwise, and persuaded him to
talk about his role in the
Watergate scandal, saying he
deserves to receive accolades
before his death.
His daughter, Joan, argued
that he could "make enough
money to pay some bills, like
the debt I've run up for the children's education."
"As he recently told my
mother, 'I guess people used to
think Deep Throat was a criminal. but now they think he's a
hero'," Jones said.

•Goalie ...
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From Front
coverage by ESPN and ABC
who, at times, has aired the
event in its prime time slots.
"It is growing, and I think
there is kind of a similarity with
how dodge ball became so popular last year. The thing is,
though, this defines an extreme
sport. It is extreme to the max."
Goalie War consists of three
different events. One - Punt,
Pass and Kick - is considerably
less taxing than the others as
each participant is given one
attempt to punt, throw and
place kick a ball with distance
and accuracy being the main
concerns. That leads to the 60second cannon competition
where the keepers are asked to
make as many saves as possible
against a ball-throwing machine
that sends shots at them at
around 100 mph.
Finally, comes the most
intense portion, where the competitors battle in 1-on-1 matches that last five minutes in a
zone where the keepers are separated by less than 30 yards and
have to fire shots every six seconds via throws, punts or kicks.
The winner is determined by
which player scores the most
goals.
"It's a lot better than just sitting in goal all day. You tend to
get kind of bored in a real
match when you're not touching the ball much, even though
you know that's how it should
be in order for your team to
win," said Murray High
School's Luke Welch, who fin-

41

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

Calloway County's Jason Stubblefield makes a tough save during a Goalie War battle
conducted during Thursday's session of Michael Lovett's goalkeeping academy at
Hamilton Field.
certain angles when you're
and battered from having to
ished second in last year's
wanting to make a save. This
block hard-hit shots, along with
event at MSU. He is also a parhas really helped me there."
ticipant in Lovett's keeper acad- the many dives they have to
Lovett also said that several
make in order to reach others.
emy that is conducted during
"It's really fun, though," said keepers,over the years, have
the off season. "There's a form
received college scholarships
Calloway County's Jason
you've got to have, though, in
based on their performances in
Stubblefield, who also plans to
order to be good at this. This
Goalie War competitions.
participate Monday. "Goalie
fine-tunes your skills."
Monday's event is scheduled to
Wars helps you improve on a
Goalie Wars is a heavy part
begin at 9 a.m. and conclude
of the training Lovett's students lot of things. It definitely
somewhere around 5 p.m.
improves your diving, but
endure at that academy, which
Admission is free
you're also working on taking
routinely leaves them bruised
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Tire company makes insurance available to laid off workers
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) — A tire
plant in Mayfield is giving some former
workers the option to reapply for health
insurance.
Continental Tire North America said

Tuesday that the company found out
that some displaced employees didn't
receive election forms to continue
health insurance. Those workers, and
others who missed the 60-day deadline

to request coverage, are being contacted about continuation of insurance,
plant manager Hank Eisenga said.
. Terry Beane, president of United
Steelworkers of America Local 665,

said last week that nearly 200 displaced
workers and 150 family members had
lost insurance in violation of their contract. They were among 730 workers
laid off starting Jan. I as Continental

ceased tire production in Mayfield.
The company said it is encouraging
laid-off workers with health insurance
questions to contact the plant human
resources department.

III Jurors ...
From Front

this story.
Wanton murder carries with
have gone with manslaughter — it a 20- to 50-year sentence or
even those who were holding life in prison. If sentenced to 20
out — if we had known the sen- years, someone would have to
tences."
serve 17 years before being eliNot knowing was one of the gible for parole. If sentenced to
most aggravating aspects for life, parole would not be possiseveral jurors.
ble for at least 20 years unless
"We didn't know what the there is a "without the possibilicladgum sentences consisted of," ty of parole" clause added to the
the same male juror said. "We life sentence.
should have known what those
The law says the defense is
were. We were told it's the law entitled to the two lesser charges
we aren't supposed to know. But — second-degree manslaughter
that's not right."
and reckless homicide — presented in Foust's instructions
In felony cases, Kentucky when considering wanton murlaw requires jurors to determine der. Reckless homicide is the
guilt or innocence on the evi- least of the three, carrying one to
dence presented in their initial five years in prison.
verdict. The commonwealth
In the Priddy trial, the jury
attorney can present information sent a note to the judge through
about parole eligibility and the bailiff early on, asking about
penalty ranges during the sen- possible sentences for the outtencing phase, but only after the lined offenses. Foust had to
jury has reached a verdict.
respond that he couldn't tell
"The jury is to judge each them. Foust has been the circuit
case on its own merit and deter- judge for
Marshall and
mine guilt or innocence." Foust Calloway counties since 1997
said. "They couldn't consider and was a district judge for eight
the range of penalties. Their job years before that. In that time, he
is to determine whether he's doesn't remember a jury asking
guilty of murder, and if not, then about penalty ranges, much less
they could go with those other so immediate after beginning its
offenses — second-degree deliberations.
manslaughter or reckless homi"Sometimes a jury feels like
cide."
they are flying blindly," Foust
The attorneys and judge have said. "I think that was the case
preliminary discussions about with this one."
what offenses the jury should be
Juries are instructed to judge
allowed to consider in its delib- evidence based on definitions of
erations. Once the evidence is crimes — not work backward.
presented, the judge decides on "A jury struggles with what to
the final instructions — or spe- do," he said. "Obviously, I don't
cific crimes and the law that know what their mindset was,
defines them — after hearing but my guess is they wanted to
arguments from the defense and punish him but didn't know how
prosecution.
to get there."
In Priddy's case, Foust said
As the prosecutor, Cook said
defense attorney J.V. Kerley she respects these jurors' delibwanted first-degree manslaugh- erations. She said she underter to be considered. The Class B stands their anguish over their
felony is piiâh1s b iktfro-20. perception of the way the system
years in prisa and requires an provides information during trioffender to serve 85 percent of als.
the sentence before being eligi"Our criminal justice system
ble for parole. Commonwealth serves to keep our society and
Attorney Gale Cook argued victims from taking the law into
against including first-degree their own hands. It also serves to
manslaughter in the jury's protect those accused of a
instructions. Foust said he crime," Cook said."The foundaagreed with her argument that tion of this system is our juries.
there wasn't enough evidence to A circuit court jury has 12 peoshow extreme emotional distuipm, ple drawn from our community
bance, which is necessary for and, hopefully, reflecting a
the offense, according to the broad range of the residents of
law.
our county.
Instead. Cook argued for
"In this trial, a true reflection
meaning of members of our community
murder,
wanton
Priddy's actions led to Delk's became all too apparent after the
death because he was aware of foreperson was arrested on
the risk and disregarded it.
charges involving methamphet"She had an ethical obliga- amine. We trust, as we should, a
tion to ask for the instructions jury's verdict," she added. "The
-) she believed were supported use and abuse of methamphetawith the evidence," Foust said.
mine had impacted one juror's
Kerley declined comment for deliberation."

Five days after the verdict,
the jury foreman was arrested
for attempting to manufacture
methamphetamine. He has since
been indicted by a grand jury.
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department Detective Sgt. Jim
Wright, the lead investigator in
the case, spent 25 years as a
detective in New Orleans before
coming to Murray more than
four years ago. He said
Kentucky judicial procedure differs from other states in the way
it restricts jurors from having
penalty possibilities when considering guilt of crimes.
"How can 12 jurors make a
decision on someone's life that
is so important without all of the
information?" Wright said.
"Police and the judicial system
gauge everything by law. But
lay men don't know those laws.
The difference to them is the
years. If they don't know the
years that go with the laws of the
crimes, they can't make an intelligent decision."
A 46-year-old juror said she
thought the instructions were
sparse considering the complexity of the case. Also, she said she
and other jurors tended to look
at the outlined instructions more
like multiple choice options
rather than starting with murder
and either going with that or
eliminating it and moving down
to the lesser offense.
Maybe the outcome would
have been different had the
approach been different, she
said.
"You think, had I to do it
over, would I make the same
decision?" the juror said. "I
don't know 100 percent that I
would. Part of it was knowing
we had to reach a unanimous
verdict. ... But in the end, I felt
like it came down to working
with .the. definitions they gave
us."
Her personal opinion might
have been different had some of
her questions been answered.
Specifically, she wanted to
know more about how long
would it take someone to die if
oxygen and blood flow are cut
off.
"At some level I thought it
could have been an accident. So,
at least in my case, it was a matter of intent. I would not have
been comfortable with that
intent," that juror said of her
favoring the manslaughter
charge. "... I was convinced he
was responsible for her death. If
there was a gun, someone has to
take the time to get out that gun.
Even not knowing about guns, I
would know I could hurt someone with a gun. I just wasn't real
convinced he knew he could do

his "jealous rage."
ed.—
that kind of harm to someone."
"He seemed like a nice man.
The second-to-last man to
Any doubt, she said, was a
come down to manslaughter I have grown children and
benefit for Priddy.
"I know our legal system is said he feels guilty for not hang- grown grandchildren. I couldn't
set up so we err on the side of ing the jury, although at the time help to think about what if he
not sending someone away for not reaching a verdict seemed was mine," she said. "His parents (who testified for the
something they didn't so," she not to be an option.
"We held out to the end and defense) seemed like good peosaid. "So in my mind, if there
was a question, it was our job to saw we weren't going to get a ple. All of that enters your
murder conviction," a 46-year- mind."
give the benefit to him."
The parole eligibility was the
But she understands more old juror said. "The reason we
information might have made an didn't want a hung jury is all the most surprising part to the jurors
already emotional case even evidence we looked at was interviewed. For that reason.
more so. Delk's family from sealed with crime tape. Another several jurors committed to
Pulaski County sat in the court- jury would get evidence that had write the state parole board once
Priddy is eligible, hoping the
room throughout the trial. "For been pilfered through."
That juror. and probably oth- board will understand serving
her family's sake, I don't know
if more information is better or ers, wasn't even sure how sen- 15 years is more in line with
worse, but this wasn't intended tencing would be handled. But their intentions.
"He took a life. I don't know
as a commentary on what we after more than 13 hours of testhought of her daughter," she timony and five hours of delib- if you can say murder, but he
erations, jurors took two min- killed a girl. I think he should
added.
Three men jurors wanted a utes to recommend the maxi- serve more than three years," a
75-year-old female juror said.
murder conviction and held out mum sentence possible.
Several jurors requested I.. Had we known he was going
for the five hours. They realized
if they didn't budge, the other meeting with Cook and did so to be eligible for parole in three
nine jurors probably wouldn't two weeks after the trial ended. years, we would have gone with
either. Then, rather than having At least four of the jurors inter- murder in a heartbeat."
a conviction, they'd have a hung viewed specifically commented
jury. One man joined the other that the prosecution presented
the case well enough for a stiffer
nine, then another did.
A 68-year-old juror realized conviction.
"How can you have doubts if
he was the only one still advocating murder and many others he admits it? It wasn't an acciwere growing restless. "Nobody dent. He had all kinds of time
wanted to stay. It came down to when her mouth started bleeding
I was the only one left," that and her fingernails turned blue,"
juror said. "One man said if we according to the male juror who
have a hung jury they could was the last to compromise with
come in and give him a lesser manslaughter. -Then he could
charge next time. I thought, it's have called the police, and he
11 against one now; I haven't didn't."
got a chance."
Jurors bring more than the
That juror said he knew a
stiff penalty wouldn't go with a evidence to the jury room. They
manslaughter conviction, and come with their life experiences.
warned his fellow jurors of that A 75-year-old female juror who
opinion during deliberations. He believes Priddy should serve
Ray Um
was the first one in the jury more than three years said while
AgeftManager
she
definitions
the
considering
room when the judge sent them
thought about her children and
back to discuss the sentence.
INSURANCE & INVES1111ENTS
"I told them,'Don't you even grandchildren. She still believes
EXCLUSIVE ALLSTATE AGENCY
112 NORTH 12Th STREET SLKTE C
expect me to give him any less Priddy didn't aim to kill Delk,
270.70:L10W
than the maximum,— he said. but rather the situation proMURRAY KY 42071
"They all said, 'We feel cheat- gressed to her death because of
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Why
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Fall?
You can earn
college credit
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Kentucky's
Public ivy Univers
Look no further. Murray State University offers
a variety of summer courses. Get a head start on
your studies, or explore interests and develop new
skills. Call 1-800-669-7654 for more information,
or visit our web site for a complete listing
of course offerings. Apply now online.

www.murraystate.edu
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IN OUR OPINION

Community should
have Memorial
Day service
When looking for signs of Memorial Day observances this past weekend, we — and probably many others
— were hard pressed to find anything local: A few
flags placed by cemetery markers but no parade and
no special ceremony.
A community-wide Memorial Day event should be
held here. Murray and Calloway County need something to mark this special day rather than letting it be
the last day of a three-day weekend.
You can look at the monument at Murray Middle
School to see the names of those from here — young
and brave who paid the ultimate price for our freedoms. Roadways into Murray also note the honor of
Billy Lane Lauffer, who postumously received a
Congressional Medal of Honor for his bravery during
the Vietnam War.
There are signs all around us which mark the deeds
of the brave individuals, but we should have some
event, specifically on Memorial Day, in order to
remember them.
Local veterans have arranged the memorial service
on the Fourth of July at Murray Middle School, which
is a respectful affair. While some names which are read
out, along with the accompanying chime, may not register to some in attendance, a picture is still painted of
a young person going off to do his or her duty, serve
America and fight for freedom and against tyranny. It
attracts a solid crowd, but may grow more if it doesn't
have to compete with other July 4 events here, as well
as other holiday fare.
And local efforts have formed a Veteran's Day
parade which was well overdue, too.
Many of us took the time during this past holiday
weekend to pause, remember and reflect on what we
have here now because of what these brave men and
women did then. They should be honored and are in
our hearts and minds. But maybe we can do more on
this solemn day as an outward showing of appreciation, respect and honor for those who did so much.
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A Sticking Point for Welfare
By KEVIN FREKING
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — As
a hospice care worker, Aniya
Witherspoon says her goal each
day is to bring joy to people living out their final days.
"If I can make them smile.
then I've done my job," said the
certified nursing assistant and
mother of two who lives in
Charleston, W.Va.
To do her job. Witherspoon
relies on the government to help
pay for child care.
She now pays $4 a day.
Without that federal assistance,
her daily bill would run $36.
And she only makes $64 each
day.
"I don't know what I could
do. I couldn't pay rent. I couldn't pay for my car. I imagine I
would ultimately lose my job
because I wouldn't have a way
to get there," Witherspoon said.
"I work for my money and
don't want to be on the system."
Her case highlights why
child care has become a focus
of debate on overhauling welfare.
The outcome will affect not
only families on Temporary
Assistance for Needy Families,
but also hundreds of thousands
of low-income workers not on
welfare. They all compete for
subsidized child care through
the same federal grant.
Perhaps the biggest sticking
point in this year's welfare
debate is how large to make that
grant.
The 1996 legislation that
overhauled welfare by requiring
almost all parents to work,
including those with children
preschool age and younger,
expires June 30.
Legislation now in Congress
would reauthorize the program
and include a stiffer work

requirement.
Wade Horn, the Bush administration's point man on welfare,
recently summarized the philo4v,
ophy behind that requirement:
"Part-time work doesn't get you
out of poverty," he said.
If some of the nearly 2 million adults on welfare have to
work more, that also means
their children will need more
care.
The Senate Finance
Committee has approved a bill
that calls for $6 billion over
five years in additional money
for child care. A House subcommittee has proposed $1 billion
over that time.
The government now spends
about $4.8 billion a year on
child care subsidies. The administration is not seeking an
increase.
"It's not whether they'll get
more for child care. It's how
much more they are going to
get that's in question," said
Rep. Wally Herger, chairman of
the House Ways and Means
subcommittee that oversees
many aspects of welfare.
"I see zero chance for $6 billion more. What we end up with
I don't know,- said Herger, RCalif.
Governors, state legislators
and child advocacy groups all
favor increased spending on
child care subsidies.
"If we want young, single
moms with little kids at home
to go out into the workplace
and earn a living, we have to
provide adequate and affordable
child care for their children,"
said Sen. Charles Grassley, RIowa, chairman of the Senate
Finance Committee.
Under the old welfare system, most of the money went to
monthly cash assistance for
recipients. Now it goes to services such as education,job

lion.
As a result, only families
temporarily on welfare or those
recently off the rolls are eligible
-The welfare caseload in the U.S.
for the subsidy in Maryland.
fell dramatically following the
Over the past two years, a waitgovernment's overhaul of the
program, which ended the guar- ing list for subsidized child care
in the state has swelled to
antee of federal aid by increasing
14,227 families, involving
working requirements.
20,382 children.
The National Women's Law
Number of U.S. welfare
Center, an advocacy group
recipients, by year
based in Washington, says 24
16 million
Welfare overtoul
states had waiting lists in 2004.
14
—
went into effect
The National Governors
12 IIIII
Oct 11996
Association says higher spendm111111111
ing tin child care should accom8 11111111s
pany any increase in work
requipanzeats under the welfare
6 111111 II
___ II•
program.
4
2
"Otherwise, states may be
forced to drastically reduce
child care assistance for work'94 '96 '98 '00 '02 '04'
ing poor families or put TANF
• As of June, figures for all other years
are as of January
children at risk while their parSOURCE Department of Health and AP ents work," the governors said.
Human Services, Administrabon for
The White House and House
Children and Families
Republicans say the block
training and child care.
grant, totaling about $16.5 bilThe administration puts the
lion a year, has not been
number of children helped by
changed over the years even
the federal child care subsidy at though states are serving far
about 2.2 million, an increase of fewer families on welfare.
more than 22 percent from
"We've more than doubled
1998.
the amount of money we're
Kevin McGuire, who overspending per family. Why isn't
sees Maryland's welfare prothat money going to child
gram, said many states made
care?" Herger said.
more people eligible for the
The Congressional Budget
child care aid when economic
Office projected that the stricter
times were good and
work requirements in the House
Washington pressed states to
bill would cost the states an
spend grant money or risk losadditional $4.1 billion in child
ing it.
care subsidies over five years;
The recession of 2001, made
the Senate bill would be $900
worse by the Sept. 11 terrorist
million.
attacks, led many states to cut
Accounting for inflation, the
their contributions for the subsi- agency estimated that an addidies. At the same time, child
tional $4.8 billion over five
care costs were rising.
years is required to serve the
Over the past two years,
same number of children being
Maryland has cut state spending served now.
on child care by about $45 million out of a total of $227 mil-

Shrinking caseload

0

dum. Following the French vote, British
Foreign Secretary Jack Straw said Britain
needs a "period of reflection" before deciding what to do.
While hating most things American, the
architects of a European constitution positioned themselves as "founding fathers" in
the mold of Thomas Jefferson, James
Madison and Benjamin Franklin. The problem with this analogy is that the United
States of America was founded, in part, on
the idea that God was present at its creation
and that unity of spirit was essential in
bridging economic, political, religious and
other divisions between the colonies.
The 474-page European constitution (the
length varies according to the translation) is
a contemporary Tower of Babel, a testimony to the "power" and ingenuity of man.
Like that ancient architectural work, the
European constitution — at least in its current form— has come crashing down, injuring those arrogant enough to think they
could build something that is mostly a monument to self.
A "United States of Europe" could not
be formed on a continent that debated
whether God should be in its constitution
and then rejected his name, as it has his
presence in corporate and individual life.
The Times of London editorialized, "This
text and the enterprise that produced it has
long lacked the public enthusiasm that is
required of democracies." It characterized
Chirac's administration as "inconsistent and
inept," while noting the uniqueness of the
vote. "The French have never repudiated a
'European' cause in the past," the newspaper
noted.
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French chickens come home to roost
BELFAST, Northern Ireland — The
French rejection of the European
Constitution by a substantial 55-45 percent
margin is a repudiation of President Jacques
Chirac, who helped shape the document. It
also will give those
Americans angry at the
lack of French support
for the war in Iraq and
France's general antiAmericanism a feeling
of deep satisfaction that
Chirac has been humiliated.
There are many
explanations for the
French vote, including
Cal's
citizen anger over the
Thoughts more than 10 percent
By Cal Thomas unemployment rate, an
Syndicated
immigration policy that
Columnist
threatens French identity
and a growing feeling
throughout Europe that a
huge bureaucracy centered in Brussels will
contribute to a loss of individual state sovereignty and national identity for member
nations.
Former British Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher warned of these dangers two
decades ago. It is why she and subsequent
British governments resisted Britain's entry
into the European Union and elimination of
the British pound in favor of the euro.
With the Netherlands the next country to
vote on the constitution today, and with
expectations the Dutch will follow the
French in rejecting it. Britain has all but
said it has no intention of holding a referen-
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President Bush must be smiling over the
French rejectionist chickens that have finally come home to roost in Paris. The seeds
of European discontent over this constitution were sown long before modern times.
European nations have a history of individualism and national identity that a single
currency and a single document are not
about to gloss over.
Wars, occupations and invasions, as well
as internal oppression in some nations —
notably Germany — have brought distrust
and wariness to calls for "unity." Many
Europeans properly wonder on what foundation such unity will be constructed.
Economics and political pragmatism are not
enough. It must involve a spiritual oneness.
The closest the French get to anything spiritual these days is in their wine bottles.
The Dutch, like the French, are faced
with a problem of their own making. They
have admitted 1.7 million immigrants,
many of them from countries that share
none of their political or religious history.
In a nation of 16 million people, the Dutch
have among the highest concentration of
Muslims in the EU. Their likely rejection of
the constitution will come from fear they
are already losing their sense of history and
national identity.
If Europeans have any hope of drafting a
new constitution that will win majority
approval, the continent's ancient history and
modern concerns must be considered and
dealt with. But without a sense of oneness,
there is unlikely to be unity, much less
union.
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Zero accidents reported in Murray f& holiday weekend

Obituaries
Ms. Margie Jo Banks Graham
A 12fareside sets ice tor Ms. Margie Jo Banks Graham will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the Murray City Cemetery. Dr. Jim Simmons
will officiate. A memorial service will be held at a later date in
Louisville.
Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of
arrangements, but no visitation is scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Cancer
Society, c/o Pat Latimer, P.O. Box 1080, Murray, Ky., 42071.
Ms. Graham, 60, Louisville, former resident of Ky. 121 North,
Murray, died Monday, May 30, 2005, at 6:10 a.m. at Owensboro
Medical Health System, Owensboro.
A retired Licensed Practical Nurse from Heart Nursing Home,
Louisville, she was of Baptist faith.
One daughter, Jennifer Lott, preceded her in death. Born July 21,
1944, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Thomas
(Slick) Banks and Margaret Craig Banks.
Survivors include four daughters, Mrs. Gretchen Mahoney and
husband, Sean, Utica, Mrs. Lee Anne Graham and husband, Bob,
and Ms. Mindy Gage!, all of Louisville, and Ms. Kelly Embry,
Owensboro; one brother, Craig Banks and wife, Kay, Murray; 10
grandchildren.

Mrs. Lela (Kay) York
The funeral for Mrs. Lela(Kay) York will be today (Wednesday)
at I p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev.
Paul Bogard will officiate. Burial will follow in the Unity Cemetery,
Hardin.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mrs. York,92, Starks Cemetery Road, Hardin, died Sunday, May
29, 2005, at 8 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
A homemaker, she was a member of Unity Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
Her husband, John Chester York, two sons, Gene Sweet and
James Sweet, and one sister, Eulala Mardis, all preceded her in
death. She was the daughter of the late Chester Burkeen and Alma
Miller Burkeen.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Norma Boaz and Mrs.
Janice Korstad, both of Hardin; one sister, Mrs. Dortha Lovett,
Murray; one brother, Homer Burkeen, Dexter; nine grandchildren;
12 great-grandchildren; five great-great-grandchildren.

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Motorist traveling Murray's
streets must have had their
minds focused on safety during
Memorial Day weekend 2005 as
there were zero accidents reported by law enforcement officials.
• Sgt. Tim Osborne, public
information officer for the
Murray Police Department, said
Tuesday that, although there
were several crashes reported
during the previous week, there
were none inside city limits during what is supposed to be one
of the busiest travel periods of
the year.
"We had zero," Osborne said.
"Can you believe that? I had to
go through it twice just to make
sure. That's very unusual."
However five accidents were
reported on Friday as the long
three-day weekend loomed
ahead, but there were apparently
no injuries.
"One was reported as a 10-46
(accident with injuries), but I
didn't get a press release from
the officer," Osborne said.
"That usually means there was
not a serious injury of any kind.
During the week we had several
each day, so that's very good not
to have any on the weekend."
The same statistic doesn't

quite hold for the remainder of
Calloway County, but it could
have been much worse, according to Sheriff Larry Roberts.
"We had a few, but none of
them involved anybody getting
hurt," he said. "We had one
where we thought somebody
might have been hurt, but then it
proved to not have."
A possible accident with
injury was reported around noon
on Green Plains Church Road
Monday, but later proved to be
without injury. Another accident
was reported on Dunbar Road
near the 3-mile marker around 2
p.m., according to Calloway
County Dispatch.
Elsewhere, Kentucky State
Police officials reported zero
fatal accidents in the Post One
service area that includes
Calloway, Ballard, Carlisle,
Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
Livingston, Lyon, Marshall,
McCracken, and Trigg counties.
Barry Meadows, public
information officer for Post One
in Mayfield, said drivers that
traveled roadways in the 11county passed through safely.
However, details on the number
and type of accidents were not
available.
"I can tell you that there were
no fatals," Meadows said

Tuesday morning.
However seven Kentuckians
were reported killed in separate
crashes across the state during
the official holiday period from
6 p.m. Friday through 11:59
p.m. Monday, according to KSP
officials in Louisville. The preliminary statistic brings the
number of those that have died
on the state's roadways this year
to 343.
KSP reports also show that
Memorial Day holiday traffic
fatalities decreased by 56 percent when cdmpared to last
year's figures. Sixteen persons
died in 13 crashes during
Memorial Day 2004.
Police
State
Kentucky
Commissioner Mark Miller
attributed the lower death toll to
the vigilance of law enforcement agencies and the media.
"The impact of concentrated
law enforcement efforts and
safety messages delivered by the
media contributed to this dramatic decrease," he said
Tuesday in a news release.
"However, as of May 30, 2005,
there have been 343 people
killed in traffic crashes in the
state this year. That's seven more
than during the same time period
in 2004 and that's still seven too
many. If motorists would slow
down, buckle up and not drive

Fletcher assistant named in hiring allegations

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)- cal patronage system for the
.The former head of Gov. Ernie Fletcher administration.
Mrs. Mary Watts Lawson
But at a news conference
A graveside service for Mrs. Mary Watts Lawson will be Friday Fletcher's constituent services
Frankfort.
Fletcher said a Personnel
Friday,
Cemetery,
City
fillabout
Frankfort
the
consulted
office was
at 2 p.m. at
Visitation will be at Friday from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at ing merit jobs at state parks and Cabinet review of all 495 names
Harrod Brothers Funeral Home, Frankfort.
frequently asked about job or partial names in the complaint
Mrs. Lawson, 81. formerly of Frankfort, died Sunday, May 29, openings in the department, showed that only properly qual2005, at 1:20 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Long according to interoffice e-mail ified people were hired.
Interoffice e-mail released in
Term Care where she had been a patient since May 2002.
and an employee of the departBorn Nov. 6, 1923, in Franklin County. she was the daughter of ment.
response to an Open Records
the late Walter K. Watts and Rose B. Harp Watts. Her husband,
Tiffany Yeast, Commerce Act request from The CourierRichard Lawson, and one brother, Orbra Watts. both preceded her in Cabinet personnel director, said Journal shows that the Parks
death.
Tuesday that Vincent Fields fre- Department asked Fields last
Mrs. Lawson retired from the University of Kentucky in 1983 quently asked her about job summer for candidates to fill
after 28 years service as assistant to the dean of the school of phar- openings, including
Merit merit jobs in state parks.
macy.
One e-mail shows Yeast
jobs.
System
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Martha Watts Moore and husFields about "candidates"
asked
us
asking
always
"He was
band, Ray P. Moore, Murray; two nieces, Sharon Moore Wells, about vacant positions. So if he for jobs. The e-mails also show
North Pole, Alaska and Bettie Moore Whitworth, Fredericktown, asked me I sent them to him," Fields was consulted last spring
Mo.; one nephew, Douglas Ray Moore. Paducah; two great-nieces, Yeast said.
by the cabinet about filling sumErin Wells and Mattie Whitworth; one great-nephew. Ethan Wells.
Fields, formerly head of mer jobs at the parks. Those jobs
Local Initiatives for a New are not part of state governKentucky, or LINK,is named in ment's civil service program,
a state worker's complaint that known as the Merit System.
Asked why she would conthe Fletcher administration vioFields. Yeast said, "That
sult
hirallegedly
by
lated state law
for was his role, one of his roles
workers
ing
transportation
The New Madrid Fault sysPADUCAH, Ky. (AP) their politics, not qualifications. with LINK."
Several dozen people are taking tem extends 150 miles southYeast said any names were
The attorney general is invesa three-day trip to learn more ward from Cairo, Ill., into north- tigating the complaint, which treated only as candidates and
about the New Madrid Fault, east Arkansas and includes parts
included e-mails showing the not as directives to hire anyone.
which produced three massive of Kentucky.
Fields, now an executive
Three massive earthquakes Transportation Cabinet sought
earthquakes in the early I800s.
in the Personnel
assistant
LINK.
from
"approval"
run
River
The touring group of about made the Mississippi
not respond to a
did
Cabinet,
then
W.
Doming,
Douglas
45 includes business leaders, backward in 1811-12.
at his office
left
message
personnel
assistant
cabinet's
the
first"We'll be showing them
lawmakers, scientists and emerhis complaint Tuesday.
in
alleged
director,
risks
actual
the
about
hand
officials.
gency preparedness
Carla Blanton, spokeswoman
a politiThe trip started Tuesday in the what happened in 1811 and that LINK administered
and
Louis
St.
like
cities
to
1812
ends
St. Louis area and
Eugene
said
Thursday in Memphis, Tenn. On Memphis,"
Wednesday. the itinerary includ- "Buddy" Schweig, a geologist
ed stops at the reinforced with the U.S. Geological Survey
Magnolia Bluff in Hickman, office in Memphis. "For many
Tennessee's Reelfoot Lake - of these people, the earthquake
Attend the
which was created by earth- risk is theoretical. This is to
quakes almost 200 years ago- show them that it actually hapand a factory in Mississippi pened."
County, Ark.

Group to study threat and
history of New Madrid Fault
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Business Seminar Series

Coming to Paris - In Person

The World Famous

"Chuck Wagon Gang"
Friday, June 3, 2005. 7 pm
Krider Performing Arts Center
Tickets - S10 at the
New Life Christian Bookstore
or
731-676-1346

SIERENCIFTI
itais sro wan

Hi! I'm Roary. Join me for a
GRRRReat time at Vacation
Bible School this summer!

When: Juno 5th-9th
Hours: 6:00-8:45 pm
Registration begins at
5:30 on Sunday

Whore: First Christian
Church
111 N. 5th St.
753-3824

4'i'

ernment hire more minorities,
and she wanted to see if Turner
had any candidates.
Also released by the cabinet
was a June 4, 2004, e-mail from
Parks Commissioner George
Ward to all state park managers
about summer employees.
"Effective now, no interim is
to be hired without consulting
Tiffany first. We have identified
a pool of candidates that need to
be considered for job openings.
Also, let Tiffany know if you
have any current openings that
you have had trouble finding
applicants. We may be able to
help you," the e-mail says.
Ward recalled of his e-mail
requiring interim hirings to be
checked with Yeast, "If memory
serves me correctly, that was
minority candidates. ... We
wanted to be sure that they were
considering minority candidates
along with other people that
were applying for interim jobs...

Tired of Annual
Mulching?
Rubberific Mulch® is a cost-effective alternati‘e to wood mulches. In the
end, users of Rubberific Mulch® can save as much as 74 percent on
mulching costs over a 10-year period. One application of Rubberific Mulch®
stays fresh and vibrant for over 10 years, dramatically reducing the cost of
annual maintenance associated with traditional mulches.
Here are just some of the benefits and uses for Rubberific Mulch'.
BENEFITS
*Looks like shredded wood mulch
.100% recyclable matenal
-Minimizes dust
•Environmentally frier.dly
•No odor
•Cost effective
•Nontoxic
*Does not float
•Resists fading and compaction
.5 times heavier than
-Won't attract termites/insects
conventional mulch
-Save annual mulching costs
•Rich color
•Retains ground moisture
•Vluu Sr 5' Net accurdmg to US Consumer Product Safet) Cornrntwom tor falls from 10-12 it.

(Fre. To Chamber Members)

Delivery Available-Charges Appl!.

For more detailed information on the benefits and uses of
Rubberific Mulch® call:

293-7000

Thisl2week series will cover every aspect on
how to own and operate a successful business.

Investments and
Retirement Planning

For more information call 753-5171

MSU Small Business
Development Center

Ntirr212p*MiaCaniy

Chamber OfConunerce

Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.
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Brian T. Burkeen
Financial Consultant
(270)759-9443

1

prices as of 9 a.m.

Dow Jones Ind. As g...1047235 + 4.87
Alt Products .--..---60.43 + 010
.18.73 - 0.06
AT&T
---39.88 - 0.06
BB&T
- 0.20
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton ----33.65 111
Bristol Myers Squibb 25.48 + 0.12
94.37 + 0.26
Caterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp 54.116 + 0.28
Daimler Chrysler -- 40.40 + 0.11
.39.06 + 1.09
Dean Foods
C6 91 +1.30
Exxon-Mobil
929 -Sit
Ford Motor
General Electric --36.69+ 0.21
General Motors -.3116 - 127
GlaxoSnithKline ADR -.49.52 -11.18
Goodrich.......-.--.41.32 -11.54
HopFed Bank* _
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for Fletcher. declined to comment on the e-mails. Blanton
said part of LINK's job is to
accept "constituent questions
and concerns. And some of
those questions do involve jobs.
But it (LINK) has been instructed to work within the merit system when it gets those kind of
requests."
In an e-mail dated Aug. 2,
2004, Yeast told Fields and
Tierra Turner, director of
Fletcher's Office of Minority
Empowerment, that several fulltime positions had opened.
"Please let me know if you
have any potential candidates
interested in the various classifications at any of the Parks listed
below," Yeast wrote. "These
positions will be advertised for
ten days, all potential candidates
need to get on the register ASAP
if interested. Thanks."
Yeast said she sent the e-mail
to Turner because part of
Turner's job is to help state gov-

Beginning June 7 - 6:30 p.m.
Commerce Center

STOCK MARKET REPORT

HAVEN'T YOU
"HERD" ABOUT
ALL THE FUN?

v. hile impaired by drugs or alcohol, this increasing number of
needless deaths could be
reduced substantially."
Of the seven fatalities during
the Memorial Day holiday, KSP
data indicates that alcohol was a
suspected factor in three of the
crashes. Five of the seven victims were not wearing seat belts
and one was riding a motorcycle. Single fatality crashes
occurred in Boyd, Breckinridge
Carter, Hancock, Madison.
Powell and Rowan counties.
The Kentucky State Police
intend to continue their roadway
vigilance through midnight on
Sunday, June 5, under the
"Buckle Up Kentucky. It's the
Law and it's Enforced" campaign. Traffic safety checkpoints
as well as saturation patrols will
continue throughout the period
with special emphasis on seat
belt violations, speeding and
impaired driving, according to a
news release.
Citizens can contribute to
highway safety by reporting
erratic drivers to the Kentucky
State Police toll-free at 1-800222-5555. Callers will remain
anonymous and should give a
description of the vehicle, location, direction of travel and
license number if possible.
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Stocks, Bonds, Mutual Funds, Tax Deferred
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CCHS Class of 1975 needs
address of class members

Anniversary

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Calloway County High School Class of
1975 is making plans for its 30-year class
reunion.
Addresses of Donna Boyd, Cynthia Carson, Jim Davis, Jewel Wilkins, Cheryl Yancy,
Bobby Scott, Teresa Todd, Patsy Kirk,
Linda Lloyd, Mary Beth Fitzhugh and
Charles Holland are needed to send them
the information.
Anyone knowing the addresses of any
of these graduates, call Cathy Gooch at
489-2059 or Janet Arnold at 759-1759.

Lodge 971 plans fundraiser

Woodmen of the World Lodge 971 will
have a fundraiser at the Dexter Community
Center on Saturday from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. Concession booths
will be available for $5 each. A concession stand inside the
center will be selling grilled hamburgers, hot dogs, chips, candy
and drinks. All proceeds from the concession stand and site
rentals will go toward purchasing playground equipment for
the community center. For information call 437-4838 or 4373958.

Glory Bound will be Thursday

Hal and Jean Shipley in 1955 Hal and Jean Shipley in 2005
Hal and Jean Shipley of Murray. were
married in the first formal wedding ceremony ever held at Cherry Corner Baptist Church on June 5. 1955.
Their attendants were Rena Bonner
and Torn ‘IcCollough.
Mrs. Shipley is the daughter of the
late NOV is and Estelle Ezell.
Mr. Shipley is the son of the late

Eugene and Myrtlene Shipley.
They have two children, Karen Shipley Langford and husband. Tim, and Kenneth Shipley and wife, Martha.
Their six granddaughters are Andrea,
Mary, and Amy Langford and Emily, Ellen
and Sarah Shipley.
All relatives and friends are invited
by their children to participate in the cel-

ebration of their 50th wedding anniversary.
A reception will be held Sunday, June
5, 2005, from 2 to 4 p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club House, 704 Vine St.,
Murray.
The couple requests that the honor of
your presence be your only gift.

Summer in the Park Menu & Special Events scheduled
This is the third year for
the Summer in the
Park Feeding Program. The
program is
sponsored
by the
USDA and
the Department of
Extension Education.
Notes
It is a
super
Ginny Harper chance for
Calloway
children
County Agent and youth
for 4-H/Youth
to have a
Development
nutritious
meal at
lunch time from June 6 to

/Owl tReglAituod
Ouplei
1ittany Cunningham &
Chad Milam
Jessi Hargrove & Chris Ham
Trista Hawk & Andrew Dykes
Whitney Morris Br Mike Cooper
Kimberly Thompson &
Justin Rogers
Misty Mason & Cody Evans
Adnanne Huffine & Dustin Rogers
Lane Dennison &
David Richardson
Nicole Eichmann & Jeff Bogard
Tina Preston & Shane Phillips
Julia Wilson & Mitch Ryan
Andrea Hermann & Ronnie Seets
Jeanne Maddox St Matt Bumette
Shauna Nance & Ray Watson

penTsitire
\
"The Storr For The Ultimate Gift-

rev-67-ow
IOC Main St • Mon.-Sat. 10-530

July 23. This program is
facilitated by the city of
Murray under the direction
of Doris Clark Parham, city
councilperson.
A constant weekly menu
is a new addition to the program this year. Monday will
he turkey on wheat: Tuesday.
cheeseburger; Wednesday,
peanut butter and jelly:
Thursday. ham and cheese;
and Friday. chicken sandwich.
Families are encouraged to
call to sign up for the program so enough food will be
available. This is a free
feeding program.
"Numerous educational
and fun attractions will be
available throughout the summer," said Tootie Oakley,
Murray Family and Resource
Center director and planning
committee.
June 6, we will kick the
program off with MMS Step
team. Froggy and the Fire
Department. On June 10
MSU Step Team will perform. On June 13 Briggs
and Stratton will have Lawn
Mower Safety Tips. On June
14 will be a Bike Safety

NOW SERVING MURRAY
Unlimited Hours, No Contracts!

• instant Messaging - Keep your buddy listl
• 10 e-mail addresses with Vbelenaill
• FREE Technical Support
• Custom Start Page - News Weather & mono!
Ara•TeetteXr
Surf up to

today, June 1.
Upcoming 4-H Events
II 4-H Camp May 31 to
June 3 Dawson Springs. KY
- 100 plus campers and
leaders are to have a great
time.
•4-H Horse Camp June 3 to 5 at Expo Center
•4-H District Horse
how - June 5 at Expo Cent. Free to public.
\U Summer Fun Days
Where Character Counts is
June 7 to 9 - Schoolhouse
Pavilion - 7:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. The focus of the camp
is Arts and Humanities.
•Horse Judging, Hippology and Horse Bowl
Teams depart for Lexington
for State Competition on
June 13 to 15.
• Hooked on Fishing
Event slated for June 11 at
Ponderosa Farms from 9 to
11 a.m. Registration received
through June 4th. Families
can sign up at the Extension
Office.
The Calloway County
Extension Service is open
Monday to Friday from 8 to
noon and 1 to 4:30 p.m.
The Calloway County 4-H
Council is an agency of the
Murray Calloway County United Way.
Educational programs of
the Kentucky Cooperative
Extension Service serve all
people regardless of race,
color, age, sex, religion, disability, or national origin. University of Kentucky, Kentucky
State University, U.S. Department of Agriculture, and Kentucky counties, cooperating.
Disabilities accommodated
with prior notification.

eiXfaster/

just T3 more
Sign Up Online/ enverLocalNet.com

tVied•lb

Event and Performance from
a group from Louisville. On
June 15 Lowes will be
assisting the youth in building a woodworking project.
On June 16, Mr. Dinh's
Extreme Team will perform.
On June 20, the Murray City
Police will have a special
program. On June 21, 4-H N
will be sharing some fun
activities.
Every Wednesday MSU
basketball players will be
coming to talk with the
youth. Every Friday the Fire
Department will be available." The summer will he
loaded with excitement and
good food. The Murray Calloway County Hospital is the
supplier of these meals.
"It is going to be a great
summer," said Doris ClarkParham coordinator. "This
program has grown each
year and it is a safe place
for children and families. I
know this is going to be the
best year yet."
June 6 through July 23,
there is a free lunch meal in
the Chestnut Park at 11:30
a.m. There will be supervised play from 10:30 to
1:30. Youth under nine need
to be accompanied by an
adult. Children and youth 2
to 18 are welcome to participate.
This program is sponsored
by the U.S. Department of
Education Food and School
Nutrition, City of Murray
and Murray-Calloway County
Parks and Recreation. Call
Doris Clark-Parham at 7625429 or the Park Office at
762-0344 to sign up by
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Call Today & Save'

LocalNef

759-2575

No one is perfect... that's why
pencils have erasers. -Author Unknown

Relsable Internet Access Since 1994

Nell imports
Life more interesting.

The Wicker
Seating Event.
Once-a-year-sale.
40 different styles.
1205

On All Wicker Seating

B Chestnut St. • Murray • 753-1851

Mon.-Fri. 9:00-6:00 • Sat. 9:00-500 • Sun. 1:00-5:00

•

Two groups, Heaven's Sake and The Peacemakers, will be
featured at Glory Bound Entertainment on Thursday from 7 to
9 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center. This weekly event is
sponsored by Goshen United Methodist Church. The public is
invited and there is no charge. Items for Need Line will be
taken. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643,
Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Jill Alton at 753-1592.

Russell Chapel Youth plan promotion
Russell Chapel United Methodist Church Youth Group will
have a rebate day at Captain D's on Thursday. Customers are
asked to place them in the container for the youth on the front
counter.

CCHS Class of 1965 plans reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1965 will have its
40-year reunion on June 3 with a tour of the high school and
on June 4 with a dinner at Kenlake State Park Hotel. Dress
is casual. This is open to anyone who attended CCHS with
this class. For dinner reservations call Grace at 753-7258, Virginia at 753-4816 or e-mail glhol65@aol.com.

MMS Council has meeting
Murray Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council
had a special called meeting this morning at 9 a.m. in the conference room as to the selection of the assistant principal.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray, next to St. John's
Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-4472004.

Youth Swim Team needs members
Murray Youth Swim Team is looking for new members.
Any youth interested in outdoor swimming is asked to be at
Camp Woodmen of the World, U.S. Highway 641 North, Murray, from 4:45 to 6 p.m. on June 6, 7, 9 and 10. For more
information call Belinda McGee at 293-5423.

Summer Reading Program planned
The Summer Reading Program will begin June 13 at 10
a.m. at the Calloway Public Library. It is an hour in length
and will be held on June 13, 20 and 27 and July 11, 18 and
25 in the library's meeting room. This is a free, fun and entertaining program for children between the ages of 5 to 14, but
younger children are welcomed if accompanied by an adult. To
register or for more information call Sandy Linn, youth services librarian, at 753-2288.

Special promotion planned
Alumni and Associates of Calloway County Schools will
have a fundraiser sale on June 3 and 4 at Calloway County
High School. All proceeds will go toward the alumni association's scholarship fund. Anyone wanting to donate items to sell
may bring them to the front of CCHS on June 2 from 5 to
7 p.m. or call Melissa Green at 489-2230. Also the Laker
Band Boosters will have a used book sal
conjunction with
the fundraiser. Anyone having any adult or chi
n's books to
donate, call Rhonda Rogers at 227-2000 or Sharon Smith at
293-8001.

Benefit planned Saturday
A benefit cookout and gbspel singing for Chris Wilson, 17,
who has been diagnosed with lymphoma cancer and now taking treatment will be held Saturday at Westside Baptist Church,
Robertson Road South off Kentucky Highway 94 West, Murray. The Baptist Men's Group of the church will sponsor the
cookout from 5 to 7 p.m. A gospel singing will be from 7 to
9 p.m. featuring the groups, One Voice and For Heaven's Sake.
Also local talent of the church will present selections. For
more information call Michael Glover at 753-1816 or 2270611.

TI/A/LBL reunion on Saturday
The fifth annual TVA/LBL (Tennessee Valley Authority and
Land Between the Lakes) reunion will be Saturday at the Fenton pavilion in LBL, near the Eggners Ferry bridge across
Kentucky Lake and Tennessee River. The event will start at 4
p.m. and a potluck supper will be served around 5 p.m. Furnished will be paper goods, plastic ware and drinks. Each one
should bring a lawn chairs, some of your favorite foods, and
pictures and stories to share. This reunion is for any person
who has every worked for TVA/LBL. For more information
call Barbara Futrell at 1-270-522-6851 or e-mail at bifutrell@commandnet.net, or Harriet Clark at 1-270-522-7798.

G.E.D. Graduation Saturday
G.E.D. Graduation will be Saturday at II a.m. in the auditorium of Wrather West Kentucky Museum at Murray State
University. A reception will follow. All persons are invited to
celebrate the accomplishment of the 2004-2005 GED graduates.

Special reunion planned
A reunion of former SAGE/SAFEGUARD employees is being
planned for Sept. 17 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at front or westside of Murray-Calloway County Park. This will be a potluck
event. All employees interested are asked to call 1-270-3452007 and leave name as soon as possible.
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Murray Woman's Club wins honors at state meeting
BY PAT HARRINGTON
MWC president
The Murray Woman's Club
almost had to rent an extra
car after attending the annual
Kentucky
of
Federation
Women's Clubs conference in
Louisville May 12-15, to bring
home all the awards they won.
Clubs were divided into two
groups for judging based on
size of membership, with the
small category having 64 or
fewer members and the large
having 65 or more. MWC was
in the large club division with
267 members.
Murray won two of three
,weepstakes awards, 20 first
places, five second places, and
five third places, as well as
certificates for being a 100 per
cent Club (completed 100 percent of requirements); for
CARE's Earthquake & Tsuanami Relief and Rehabilitation
and
support
(outstanding
notable public service); and for
"super" work in , Violence
Toward Women with their support of the Calloway County
Domestic Violence Coalition
(Merryman House).
Sally Duford, Murray's nominee. received the KFWC Volunteer Service Award for her
roles with the club as department treasurer, member of the
Music Department's Chorus,
and publicity coordinator along
with her activity in organizations including Retired Teachers. KET, Civic Music Association, University Student
Christian Center, county Health
Department Board, Angels Clinic where she volunteers as a
nutrition therapy counselor, and
the long-term care unit at Murray Calloway County Hospital. In all she volunteered almost
2000 hours in 2004.
The 4-volume Press Book
compiled by Jane Blankenship
won the trophy for being the
best of the six first-place winners in a competition based on
size of population. Jo Burkeen
and Sally DuFord co-chaired the

committee responsible for getting publicity in the newspaper. - Every
member was
involved in public relations.
Joyce Herron, chair of the
Public Relations contest, said
this about the Murray Woman's
Club in her report on why they
won first place in the large
club division: "Their size of
267 members is both a reason
for a testament to this club's
organizational acumen and public relations wizardry: You don't
carry out the hundreds of activities reported by the club without lots of women doing the
work; you don't have lots of
women in the club doing the
work without excellent organization and dedicated leaders.
The club has both."
This was confirmed when the
club was declared the overall
winner in the national organization's Arts in the Community Program.
In the Education Department,
Murray was awarded first for
their work toward improving the
education of youth through
scholarships, book donations,
contributions to the Pogue
Library Special Collections,
Character Counts programs,
Box Tops for .Education. etc.
(2750+ volunteer hours and
more than $25,000 in donations or in-kind contributions);
first for their work with after
school programs such as Girl
Scouts, 4-H, Big Brothers Big
Sisters, Boy Scouts, YMCA,
and Boy's Town; and another
first for their promotion of
reading where the contributions, matching funds, and inkind donations will exceed
$20,000 when the program is
fully implemented.
including
project
The
involvement with CASA (Court
Appointed Special Advocates),
Child Watch. Mothers Against
Drunk Driving, Fraternal Order
of Police, Kentucky State
Police, Sheriffs' Ranch, National Law Officers Memorial, programs on crime prevention top-

ics, Safe Halloween, Project
Graduation, and a local forum
on the impact of substance
abuse earned first place in
crime prevention.
Membership was another big
winner. The club made a concentrated effort not only to
increase membership but also
to retain members and to develop a more unified, cohesive
organization. A web site was
established to aid communication between members, advertise the availittility of the clubhouse for re*, and to make
information regarding the club
readily available.
Other first place awards were
given for the work done in
visual, musical, and literary
arts(49 programs/projects, 2683
volunteer hours, and $12,000
donated); resource conservation;
New Horizons in Health (support of Angels Clinic, Angel's
Attic, Relay for Life, and educational programs); Women's
Health (educational programs
various
support of
and
research/health organizations);
Reaching Out Internationally for
mission work, medical aid and
assistance, distribution of personal items, sew-a-thon for children's clothing, and educational material; United Nations
(UNICEF and Doctors Without Borders); public policy and
legislation (programs on Homeland Security and Saving
Medicare); and in Women's
History and Resource Center
for the renovations to the clubhouse at 704 Vine St., the
fundraising activities sponsored
by the Finance Committee to
do so, the updated history, and
the 50th anniversary celebration of the Delta Department.
Second place was received
in Helping Hands (assisting
others), Citizenship, Libraries
2000: and Beyond. Veteran
Affairs (Districts 1,6,9), and
Leadership. Projects in Beautification (Triangle and city
park) and Quarters for Headquarters earned thirds.

East Students win rewards

Photo provided

Members of Murray Woman's Club attending the KFWC meeting in Louisville were(from
left) Tracey Wortham, Martha Crafton, Marlene Beach, Sally DuFord, Pat Harrington and
Lois Pharris.
In the Arts and Crafts con- poetry (MES, "Where I'm video was produced by 2-TV
tests, winners sponsored by the From"); and Nicoletta Pannun- and was shown to an audience
Murray Woman's Club were zio, MMS, third for her poem in four states for over 30 weeks.
The club was represented at
Joe Rae Peiffer for her Christ- entitled "I Love You." Student
convention by Patricia Harthe
catinto
divided
were
entries
mas decoration (first place) and
Lee Furst (second in miscella- egories based on grade level. rington, chair of the state's
Edwina Garrison and Ruth Presidents' Council and presineous quilts). The winners sponsored by the club in the Lit- C. Wright were remembered dent of the local club: Tracey
erature Contests were Helen in a Memorial Service held Wortham, first vice president;
M. Foley for her poem "The during the convention honor- Martha Crafton, chair of the
Journey" in the clubwoman divi- ing members who died in 2004. state Education Committee and
The First District (of which the club's Advisory Commitsion and double winner Callie
Dowdy (Murray High School) the MWC is a part) received tee; Lois. Pharris, Recycling
for her poem "Loveknot" and the coveted Outstanding District chair; Sally DuFord, Publicity
her short story "Cinderalla's Award. -The Woman's Club of Committee co-chair; and MarLast Dance" in the student divi- Murray played a gigantic part lene Beach. chair of the Alpha
sion. Placing second in poet- in District l's win," said Mer- Department.
ry was Ian Holmes, Murray ryman Kemp, governor for the
Middle School ("Fall"). Hay- district. First District also
den Johnson's "What I Learned received special recognition for
From My Grandparents" placed its video on "Saving Moths
third in student short story and Butterflies" by Dr. Paul
(Murray Elementary School); Waring, the world's leading lepDustbin Bevil, third, student idopterist from England. The

North Elementary lists names
Kyle Killebrew, Hope Lamb,
North Calloway Elementary
School has released the honor Laken Lee, Arista Manning,
roll for the fourth nine weeks Travis Martin, Travis Miles,
McClard, Hannah
Kirstie
as follows:
Parrish.
Dakota
Bryan.
0'
GRADE
FOURTH
Bracken
Pearson,
Dugan
All As
Jacob Burkeen, Allia Earick, Robertson, Autumn Rogers.
Montana Rowland, Joseph
Halley Harrison, Keisha On and
Russell, LaBront Scott, Janae
Tyler Schanbacher.
Smith, Bethany Street, Morgan
All As and Bs
Cody Barbeau, Kristina Stubblefield, Aubrey Summers.
Courtney
Tabers.
Bohannon, Nicholas Cherrie. Laiken
Josh Cunningham. Montana Thompson, Austin Trotter and
Cunningham, Jennifer Edwards. Erin Tubbs.
FIFTH GRADE
TaNionne Elam, Bo French,
All As
Tara Garland, Andie Gibson,
Alyssa Cunningham. BreanTori Beth Halls. Ashley HarBethel, Zach Fortenbury.
na
Johnathon
pole, Malik Idlette.
Kelsie Gibson, Jay Green. AshJones,

ley Gullixson. Joey Harrison,
Kendra Miller, Joseph Parsons
and Jennifer Williams.
All As and Bs
Lauren Benson, Sabrina
Brewer, Patrick Brown, Hayle
Bucy, Megan Cossey, Emily
Crouse, Patrick Davis. Kristen
Dennis, Haley Dodd, Abb)
Futrell, Austin Garner, Daniel
Harper, Logan Jackson,
Makayla Kim. Charity Lamb.
Darian McCallister. Derek Martin. Travis Palmer. Jeffrey Parrish. Paige Paschall. Tyler
Pittman. Lucero Ponce, Jon
Pritchett. Anisty Rowe, Samantha Scott, R.J. Swift and Ashleigh Wolfe.
•

East Calloway Elementary students Jeremy Duncan
Daisy Lowe, and Cody Futch were rewarded for losing
the fewest stars in Lisa Armstrong's third grade class
for the 2004-2005 school year with a trip to the St.
Louis Zoo on May 24. Angie Crouse, instructional
aide, helped chaperone the trip.

BirthAnnouncement
and Summer Dunn are the parents of a daughter.
Ashley an
lacey Laine Dunn, born on Wednesday. May 11, 2005, at 8:06
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 10 pounds 1 ounce and measured 20
inches. A brother is Jayden Dunn. 3.
Grandparents are Greg and Lita Rhodes of Hazel, the late
Cherly Fain. and Morris and Deedy Dunn of Murray.

NEW PROGRAM!
•Zero Down Insestmeot Peupert)
olerk Financing on Investment Property
•Iseludes 14 Usk Properties tInterest Only Arils*
,
C.
" .Stated InetrodStaltd Meets *Credit Scores Start* at 624

grartgage

-Link ,

You Show Us:
•Average credit
-Presently Employed

141$14

PEORIA, Ill. — Bradley
University student Denise Bradford recently was presented the
Academic Achievement Award
by the College of Education

and Health Sciences at Bradley.
Bradford, a senior psychology major. is the daughter of
John and Mary Bradford of
Murray. Ky.

Choose

Laine Dunn

o al

Bradford receives academic
award from Bradley

We Show You:
•I009 loan, no money down
•Flexible. forgiving program
•Excellena fixed rate - 30 yr.

globalmtglotk.cont

Many other programs. All credit grades!
B • Murray. KY
('alt 270-753-7407 or stop in III N. 12th St.. Suite
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Our Registered
Bridal Couples:

•
•

Cristina Garcia
& Peter O'Rourke

•

•
•

Whitney Morris
& Mike Cooper
•

•

Julia Wilson
& Mitch Ryan

•

Lane Dennison
& David Richardson

••

•
•
•

Joni Flegle
& Jared Gibson

•

Laura DeBerry
& Chad Thomsbrough

•

Danielle Belt
& James Lane

•

Brandi Wilson
& Steve Wilson

•

•

YOUR PATHWAY

•

Amber Alexander
& Will Ryan

Achieve
YOUR DREAMS

Mist/ Emstberger
& racy Dunn

•
•
•

Emma Shaw
& Steve Morrison

West Kentucky Community
& Technical Colleges
Nursing Education Mobility
Pathway Program allows
qualified individuals
to reach their nursing
cattier goals.

•

Erin Grogan
& Justin Lewis

•
•

Jessica Lemons
& Ross Molle

•

Rebecca Medlock
& Chad Carver

•
•
•
•
•

WON Assistant dp,
Licensed Pratical Nur*/
Registered Ntrsing

•

•

Sarah Johnson
& Jameson Wade
Beth Driver
& Brandon Ladd

•

Jessie Radke
& Jeff Leddy

•
•

Kelly Harris
& Matthew Oakley
Trish Spengler
& Eric Evenstade
Donna K. Poston
& Stuart Poston

• Specialty Rods
• Upholstery
• Design Service Available

Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics Including Silks

Call For Appointmant 270-753-6361

•

ProiltResisiTv &gifts
•

University Square • 12th St.

•

Mobley-Friday 10-5,
Sateray

(2701739-2100

http://nursing.westkentuckyictcs,edu
op:01w* amPoper and educational ratitubon

•

•

cloud has a
silver lining — if we are patient enough. if
we are hopeful enough. to seek it out"
Jam P Beilesson
Stay tuned to next week's Fun & Fashion

•

(270)534-3418
AINCTC Mt an

SO% dras wet
Quoie afthe Week: -Every

•

Call or visit us online! KCITCS
• Drapery
• Custom Bedding
• Accessories
• Custom Blinds

Wle have just received some really cute
embroidered skirts. These skirts have been
very popular this season. They are flared
.ind seem to flatter most figures.
With the temperatures rising we have cotion in more tops We have stretch lace for
vintage kxvk as well as pnnted short
sleeve tops. These look cute with all of the
brightly colored capns and shorts.
Lots of new jewelry has arrived as well.
also new scarves perfect for wearing as a
sash or even a wrap for evening. One of
this season's honest styles has been the
scarf belt. We also have scarves in a
shape to wear in your hair, like the 60ls
and 70's.
When choosing jewelry, match your jewelry. to the size of your body and features
In general small jewelry gets lost on a
large figure. while bold jewelry can overpower a petite.
A woman with strong features can handle
oversize jewelry close to her face. some
'OW delicate should choose smaller pieces
Repetition of a shape emphasizes that
shape. If your face is round, round earrings
will only make it appear fuller.
The style of your jewelry should match
both your outfit and other pieces you are
wearing. Compktely matched sets look
dated, on the other hand, a sleek modem
wrist cuff with vintage eamngs could seem
a bit off. Instead match those cuffs with
small hoops or another geometric piece.
A necklace draws attention to the neckline and bust. The right length. size and
shape can help elongate the neck, face and
10(SO.
Oblong styles or ones that fall in a
shape flatter round faces.
Heart shaped. square and rectangular
faces are flattered by oblong and round
necklaces
A necklace whose length hits between the
collarbone and bust flatters most figures
Chokers that sit on or near the collarbone
are most flattering on those with long
necks and angular laces
Earrings light up the face, helping to
draw attention away from figure problems.
Earrings can also make your neck and face
look slimmer Your earring shape should
counteract your facial shape, not repeat it
Drop earrings :an elongate the neck and
fax and make you look taller A safe
length for dangles is lust below the law
line.
OK Kelley has so many wonderful styles
of Jewe)ry. you are sure to find just the
right pieces to flatter you
Congratulations to Cindy Odom who won
the fashion watch last week at our Friday
drawing.
Come is soo• to shop our sale — lots of
SO% sibuts. Abo some accessories are
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Out-of-state smokemilock up as tax goes up

From Downtown!

By BRUCE SCHREINER
tax rolls and cut corporate tax
Associated Press Writer
rates.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Lorraine
Schell,
of
A sign taped to the door of a cig- Clarksville, Ind., was mad at the
arette shop urged smokers to politicians who voted for the
-Beat the Tax." Customers took higher cigarette rate, gesturing
the advice Tuesday, loading up with a hand clutching a cigarette
on their favorite smokes just to emphasize her grievance.
hours before tobacco-rich
"Anytime they need money,
Kentucky's first cigarette tax the first people they hit are the
increase in a generation.
smokers," she said after putting
Rob Ludwig puffed a ciga- four cartons of cigarettes in her
rette and fumed about the loom- car."And I'm tired of paying the
ing 27-cent-per-pack increase taxes for everybody else."
that he said will add $15 to his
Bob Grantz, manager of the
weekly budget.
Cox's store, one of several in
"It's class warfare," Ludwig, Louisville, said he expected
of Jeffersonville, Ind., said after twice the upial business
buying five cartons of Doral cig- Tuesday, a final push amid a
arettes at a Cox's Smokers sales buildup that started days
Outlet, a short drive from earlier. He said some customers
Indiana. "There's so much dis- who normally purchase several
crimination against smokers cartons at a time bought a case
anymore, it's almost worse than containing 30 cartons.
After Tuesday, though, he's
being a drug dealer or drug
bracing for a slow coming
user."
Kentucky's 3-cent-per-pack month as his customers puff
cigarette tax, lowest in the away on their stockpiled
nation, goes to 30 cents starting smokes.
"June will be dead," he said.
today. The increase was part of a
tax overhaul that also raised "Some people bought a month's
taxes on alcohol, removed hun- supply, some people bought two
dreds of thousands of poor months' supply."
Kentuckians from state income
He's hoping business picks

AP Photo
Diana Wethington, 57, of
Patoka, Ind., carries her
shopping bag filled with
the ten cartons of cigarettes she purchased as
leaves
Audubon
she
Tobacco
Mart
in
Henderson, Ky., Tuesday.
back up in July. Hoosiers

account for most of his business,
and he's heartened that cigarettes bought in Kentucky will
still be a few dollars per carton
cheaper than in Indiana.
Even with the higher tax,
Kentucky's rate is below the
rates in neighboring Indiana,
Ohio, Illinois and West Virginia.
But in Tennessee, the current
rate is 20 cents. That lower levy
worries Kentucky retailers along
the states' common border.
"It's going to be bad," said
Pat Smith, owner of The
Tobacco Barn in Fulton in far
southwestern Kentucky. "I think
it's going to hurt us."
For public health advocates,
today fulfills a long-sought goal
of raising the cigarette tax in a
state where smoking is a way of
life for a large chunk of the population.
For years, the proposal was a
nonstarter in the state General
Assembly.
"It is ushering in a new era
when it comes to public health
in this state," said Mike Kuntz,
spokesman for the American
Lung Association of Kentucky.
"It's a real recognition of the
dangers of tobacco use."

4bit.
JOHN Vv—
t :ger & Times photo
Preston English, 6, spent most of his day Tuesday
shooting baskets in the driveway of the house
owned by his parents. Mark and Becky, who both
happened to be starters on their respective high
school teams at Marshall County and Murray in their
playing days. Becky English, who was in the driveway with Preston at the time this photo was taken at
around 3:30 p.m., said her son started shooting at
around 10 a.m., and was liking it so much that he did
not want to stop.

Buy one for Dad
Get one for you
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Plus sign up for America's
Photo provided
Pictured is a 1933 Willys coupe owned by Dan and Jane
Blankenship_at Murray. This restored antique race carwill
be one of more than 500 cars on display on the grounds
of the Executive Inn Riverfront this weekend in Paducah.

MOST POPULAR
FAMILYTALK PLAN

Hot rods to heat up
Paducah this weekend

WITH

and get 2 lines for s59"

UNLIMITED
Nights & Wookonds I Calls to 50 Million P•opla
See below 4cw details

Special to the Ledger
torn wheels and a set of tires.
Members of the River Tin
A new addition to the 2005
Street Rods of Paducah will host show will be a Car Corral. Any
the Riverfront Rod Run this make or model car or truck can
weekend. The 28th annual char- be displayed for sale from 7 a.m.
ity car show will be held at the Friday to noon Sunday for a $20
Executive Inn South Parking fee. Contact the vendor chairLot and the adjoining rivemont man for information at 270-354park.
9590.
More than 500 pre-1949
Automotive, food and misstreet rods are expected to cruise cellaneous vendors will be setinto Paducah for the events, up for business on the Farmer's
which will run from Friday to Market lot at Second and
Sunday. Cars began arriving to Jefferson streets. The public is
day to stake out a choice parking invited to come by and see the
spot and set up canopies and beautiful street rods, shop with
tents.
the vendors, and support the
The show participants enjoy local charities. The cost is $5 per
walking to the downtown area, person. Children 12 and younger
visiting the antique and speciali- are admitted for free. All proty shops and eating at some of ceeds from the spectator gates
Paducah's finest restaurants. will be donated to Easter Seals
The perfect compliment to the West Kentucky, St. Nicholas
Riverfront Rod Run has been the Family Free Clinic and Child
"Paducah After Dinner" pro- Watch.
gram.
Last year a donation of
The street rodders attending $14,000 was made to the charithe show will compete for the ties. Spectator gates will be open
Top 25 awards to be presented from noon to 8 p.m. Friday, 9
on Sunday at II a.m. Nine spe- a.m. to 8 p.m. Saturday and 9
cial awards will also be present- a.m. to II a.m. Sunday.
ed and all participants will be
For show information, call
eligible for a $500 cash drawing, 270-554-2975, vendor informatwo $250 drawings. a set of cus- tion 270-354-9590 or visit
www.riverfrontrodrun.com.
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7our full-service primary eyecare

BUY ONE
FREE
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'VIDEO AND
CAMERA PHONE
CLICK
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Wal-Mart locations
Ealetigetiiiene
Eastland Mallt
Clinton, 162 Kimbro St.
Madisonville. Parlavay Plaza mall
Morgank4d
1756 E Center St.t
Princeton, 500 Hwy.62Et
Paducah, Paducah Mall, 5131 Hinideville Rd.t

"W
1
Mucras 808 N 12th St

rleakiatilati
Beim 112 US Hwy 68 Et
Corporate Sales 270-444-0602
tOpen Sunday
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• Diagnosis & Treatment
of Eye Disease & Injuries
• Budget & Designer Eyewear
24-Hour
Emergency • Contacts For Astigmatism & Bifocals
Care
• Most Insurance Accepted

Dr. Kevin M. Adams
S. 12th St.• 759-2500
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
Legal
Notiat

Loot
Notice

Legal
Notice

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CIVIL ACTION NO.03-CI-00431

Lowe
Notice

Wool
Notice

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No.04-CI-00400

UNION PLANTERS BANK, NA.
PLAINTIFF

010

010

010

010

010

010

010

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Lead
Notice

LA(118
Notice

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 04-CI-00334

V. NOTICE OF SALE

CHASE MANHATTAN MORTGAGE CORPORATION,
PLAINTIFF,

UNION PLANTERS BANK, N.A. PLAINTIFF,
VS. NOTICE OF SALE

CLARENCE H. GOFORTH,SR., ET AL
DEFENDANTS

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

MARK GARRISON, SINGLE, DEFENDANTS.

Pursuant to a judgment and order ofsale and to satisfy the judgment of the Plaintiff in the amount of approximately $44,895.18
in the above
styled action, judgment of the Defendant, Beaulieu of America,
in the amount of approximately $18,486.14, and judgment of the
Defendant, W.D. Matthews,
Inc., in the amount of approximately $86,797.66, the
Commissioner will offer for sale on or about the hour of 1:00
p.m., on June 2, 2005, at public auction to the highest bidder at
the Calloway County Courthouse, Murray, Kentucky, the following described property: 8057 Highway 121 South, Murray, KY

ANTHONY P. TEFFT,
ASHLEY L. TEFFT, DEFENDANTS.
By virtue of an Amended Judgment and Order of Sale entered
by the Calloway Circuit Court on April 26, 2005, in the above
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in
)
cause, I shall proceed t)
the City of Murray, Cal way County, Kentucky, to the highest
bidder, at public auctio on Monday, June 6, 2005, at the hour
of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thkreabout, the following described property located in Calloway Nunty, Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows to'it:

Legal Description of a tract of land situated approximately 8.0
Being 1.404 acres of land and being a portion of that land
miles southeast of the City of Murray, in the County of
described in the Crider Living Trust in Deed Book 224, Page
Calloway, State of Kentucky, being a part of the Northwest
191, of record in Calloway County Court Clerk's Office and
Quarter of Section 14,lbwnship 1, Range 5 East, and also being
lying on the southwest side of Killdeer Road approximately
Tract 2 of a Minor Subdivision Plat of the
south 3+/- miles south of KY Hwy. 94 in Calloway County,
Clarence Goforth property (Deed Book 214, page 440) as preKentucky and being located approximately 4 miles southwest of
pared by Freddie Allgood, and being further described as
Lynn Grove, Kentucky, and more particularly described as folfollows:
lows:
Beginning at a ?" diameter rebar found in the south line of
Beginning at a found 1 inch iron pipe at the southeast corner of
Kentucky Highway 121 South, located approximately 0.14 miles
Parent tract and this tract and on the southwesterly right
the
Bobby
the
of
corner
the
being
northeast
east of Yarbrough Road,
way line of Killdeer Road (25' from centerline), thence S 74
of
McCuiston property (Deed Book 137, Page
deg. 47' 47" W 158.41' along the south line of this tract and the
193) and being the northwest corner of the 9.963 acre Tract 2
Tract and the north line of the Murdock property DB
Parent
described herein; thence, 35' from and parallel to the centerline
Page 268 to a found 2' iron pipe at the northwest corner of
227,
of said Highway 121 South, south 79 deg. 38 26" east 867.06' to
the Murdock Property; thence, with a severance line S 88 deg.
an angle point; thence, south 76 deg. 29' 21" east 127.26' a ?"
05' 52" W 124.65' to a set iron pin and cap #2345 at the base of
diameter rebar found, the northeast corner of Tract 2 described
a wood stake at the southwest corner of this tract; thence, conherein: thence, severing the lands of Goforth, south 16 deg. 07'
tinuing with a severance line N 27 deg. 52' 31" W 243.63' to a
40" west 320.00' to a?" diameter rebar found, the southeast corfound 1" iron pipe 2' tall at the northweet corner of this tract;
?"
a
to
ner of Tractl; thence, north 86 deg. 22'07" west 1163.11'
thence, continuing with a severance line N 79 deg. 08' 31" E
diameter rebar found in the east line of the Jerry Brawner propalong the north line of this tract to a set iron pin and cap
224.66'
erty(Deed Book 187, Card 293), the southwest corner of Tract 2;
#2345 on the southwesterly line of Killdeer Road; thence, S 39
east
53"
37'
deg.
thence, with Brawner's east line, north 03
deg. 23' 18" E 268.68' along the southwesterly line of said road
282.87' to a cotton picker spindle found in
the point of beginning.
to
the base of a hickory tree at a fence corner; thence, south 89 deg.
southeast
the
14' 16" east 222.84' to a ?" diameter rebar found,
This property is subject to easements and restrictions of record,
corner of the Bobby McCuiston property; thence, with
if any.
McCuiston's east ling, north 12 deg. 58' 31" east 143.72' to the
Being in all respects the same property as conveyed to Anthony
point of beginning.
Thfft, and wife, Ashley L. MM., by deed of conveyance from
P.
This tract contains 9.963 acres as shown by a plat of survey perMiles M. Unruh, and wife, Kaylene A. Unruh, dated October 8,
3,
October
dated
and
formed by Allgood Surveying Services,
2003, and filed October 9, 2003, of record in Book 517, Page 42,
1995.Being in all respects the same property conveyed to
the office of the Calloway County Court Clerk.
in
Clarence H. Goforth, Sr., widower, by Quitclaim Deed from
5,
Clarence H. Goforth, Jr. single, dated and filed December
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit
1995, of record in Deed Book 221, Page 173, in the office of the
basis of 30 days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchasCalloway County Clerk. {See also Deed Book 214, Page 440 and
er shall be required to deposit with the commissioner one-third
Plat Book 18, Page 92(Ada Beurin Minor Plat).)
of the purchase price, in cash, together with bonds, (for the
remainder of the purchase price) in two equal installments,
Terms: The following terms are in effect unless otherwise
with good and sufficient surety, bearing interest at 12% per
mentioned above: Property is to be sold for cash or in the alterannum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and
native,.on credit for thirty days with ten percent (10%) of the
purchase price in cash due on the date of sale. If sold on credit,
payable in thirty(30)days. A lien shall be retained on the proppurchaser shall be required to execute a bond with
erty as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascerapproved surety per l(RS 462.705, unpaid balance shall bear
tained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the 2005 ad valinterest at the rate of 12% per annum from date of sale until
taxes.
orem
paid. The bond shall have the force and effect of a judgment and
shall remain a lien on the property sold as additional security
This 28th day of April, 2005.
for the payment of the purchase price and all
Respectfully submitted,
interest thereon. The Master Commissioner shall approve the
MAX W. PARKER
is
bond. Any deposit or sale bond shall be waived if the Plaintiff
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
the successful bidder at the sale. To the extent applicable, the
property will be sold subject to the statutory right of redemp020
tion. The purchaser shall be responsible for ad valorem taxes
Lost mid Found
Moen
for the year 2005 and subsequent years. This sale may be canceled and any announcements made at the sale take
REWARD:
precedence over printed matter contained herein. The Master HORSEBACK riding
$500 to anyone who
Commissioner does not have access to the inside of the above lessons for all levels
can return our Beagle.
mentioned property.
experienced
from
COPELAND
He was last seen in the
Dated this the 13TH day of May, 2005.
instructor. (270)970Purdom Rd. & Van
ORCHARDS
1571
Cleave Rd. area. He is
ROBERT D. MATTINGLY, JR.
male, brown ears.
Murray
MASTER COMMISSIONER
black body with a small
MARSHALL CO. JUDICIAL FACILITY
location:
white diamond on his
80 JUDICIAL DRIVE, UNIT 224
his
between
back
12th,
N.
BENTON, KY 42025
shoulders and a white
270-527-6516

STRAWBERRIES

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

MY'S U. CK,
W.E.PICK MIA ERR
6 miles northeast
753-8697
or
759-8858

of Murray on
Van Cleave
Rd

Coming to Paris

4
,

In Perfon

The World Famous

"Chuck Wagon Gang"
Friday, June 3, 2005, 7 pm
Knder Performing Arts Center
Tickets -$10 at the Civic Center
Promise Land Book Store
Or

731676-1346

*dice
BLUEGRASS Gardens
and Daylily Farm_ 684
Crossland Rd. Murray
Open Tuesday through
10-6.
Saturday.
Dayiilies $2.50 and up.
HORSE camp June 2024th & June 27- July
lrst, Big Sandy, TN for
information. www.kidsareuscamps.corn
KY,
(606)561-0454
(731)593-5139 TN

harbecuin
per large htilikli1/4.
'70)5'2-75S-I
l'recision I timber
Cacti/

SUBSCRIBE

t”Ck1$03C$C3C3CSOC$C

I

. WRIGHT FARMS U-PICK
Charlie Miller Rd. Aimo/Dexter, KY
Picking Monday dire Saturday!
Starting May 3rd Until Season End
Hours8 a.m.-I p.m
4 pro.-ti p.m.

Boone
Laundry
270-623-8312

Lost and Found
JUST give us a
call,
well be glad to
help, Your loved
one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at
the
Ledger & Times.
Call 753-1916

Check us out
on the Web!

tip on his tail. He is not
a hunting dog! He is
our daughter's pet and
a house dog! Anyone
with information or that
can bnng him home will
get reward, no questions asked. Please
contact Drew or Julie at
293-0966 or 293-7004
or 753-8032.

11,41pilealed
Drivers Owner Operators
- BUSKE has
new pay plan! 68%
of revenue.
Average earnings
per mile 93cents +
fuel surchargeAnnual increases,
treeplates/permits.
Call today for the
entire package!
1-866-644-0526
ext 286.

270-753-5410

SIRAWSIONS
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murraYledgef

NEED lot attendant
Call Brad or Tnp at
Brandon 753-5315

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court on March 1, 2005, in the above cause,
I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the
City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest
bidder, at public auction on Monday, June 6, 2005, at the hour
of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described
property located in Calloway County, Kentucky. with its
address being 2994 State Route 94 East, Murray,
KY 42071, and more particularly described as follows to wit:
Legal description of a tract of land situated in the County of
Calloway, State of Kentucky, being a part of the Southwest
Quarter of Section 19, Township 3, Range 5 East, and being
Lot 6 of a Minor Subdivision Plat of the Jerry Duncan &
Diana Darnell* property of record in Plat Book 24, Page 86,
Slide 2300, and being further described as follows:
Beginning at a ?" diameter rebar found in the north line of
Kentucky Highway 94 East located 477.10' southwest of the
centerline of Knight Road, the southwest corner of Lot 2 and
the southeast corner of Lot 6 described herein;
thence, 30' from and parallel to the centerline of Kentucky
Highway 94 East, south 51 degrees 47' 01" west 137.00' to a ?"
diameter rebar found, the southeast corner of Lot 5;
thence, with the east line of Lot 5 north 38 degrees 12' 59"
west, 185.00' to a ?" diameter rebar found, the northeast corner of Lot 5;
thence, north 64 degrees 36' 15" east 176.53' to a ?" diameter
rebar set in the west line of Lot 2;
thence, with the west line of Lot 2 south 24 degrees 40' 15"
east 150.00' to the point of beginning.
This tract contains 0.5948 acres.
Being one and the same as part of that property conveyed to
Mark W. Garrison, and wife, Amy L. Garrison, by virtue of a
deed from Jerry Duncan, et al., dated April 9, 1998, and of
record at Deed Book 282, Page 447, in the Clerk's Office of the
Calloway County Court, Murray, Kentucky. Amy L. Garrison
deeded her interest in the property to Mark W. Garrison by
quitclaim deed, dated June 18, 2003, and recorded on June 23.
2003, in Deed Book 494, Page 638, in the Calloway County
Court Clerk's Office.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit
basis of 30 days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to execute bond with good security for
the purchase price, bearing interest at 12% per annum from
the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
(30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid,
but shall be sold subject to the 2005 ad valorem taxes.
This 28th day of April, 2005.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

J.
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Nurse
CERTIFIED
Assistant needed Ful
time in small nursinc
home in Puryear, TN
Call Ms Story 731
247-3205

Support
CLIENT
Rep.- Needs strong
desire to help with
software training and
light windows support by phone. 1-FT
and 3-PT positions
needing coverage for
7AM-7PM M-F with
retirement plan. FT
18-paid
benefits.
days off and H&L
MSUinsurance.
Students welcome.
Please email resumes
to
candiceepowerclaim.com or mall to

Hawkins Research.
406 N. 4th Street..
Murray, KY 42071.
CURRENT
Accountant Opening.
FThv 4-year degree
preferred. Benefits
package wiretirement
plan PT considered.
Please email resumes
to candiceepowerclaim.com or mail to
Hawkins Research,

406 N. 4th St., Murray,
KY 42071.
GIRL FRIDAY. Must
know Quicken software, run errands
keep house, 20 hours
per week 759-3772

Restaurant \lanager
for Memphis TennesseL
area. Must he ‘‘illing to
relocate. Salar.\ and
benefits will depend on
e\perience.
Mail Resume to: P.O. Bo\
I()40-G Murra‘. KY 42()7 I

DRIVERS
Regional and Long Haul Flat Bed.
Based out of Clarksville, TN.
Make $60K minimum per year
Great pay, VAC, HOL, MED
Class A, 1 year experience.
Call 866-990-0095

EnNelp

Wanted

earn
DANCERS
$1.000+ weekly! The
Purple Building. 270759-2153. 270-2932069, or (270)5340333 after 5PM
HOUSEKEEPERS
needed to dean lodging facilities. Saturday
only dunng the summer Call Susan 4362345 8AM-5PM

Nelp Wanted
MANAGEMENT opportunity. Must have excellent people skills, good
work ethic and be willing to train people For
consideration, either
call Michael Nance
270-527-4515 or send
100
to
resume
Carnage Lane Benton.
KY 42025

2B • Mednesday, June

CLASSIFIEDS

I. 2005

mt.

GAUGE CALIBRATION TECHNICIAN
We are a manufacturer of fractional horsepower motors and blowers seeking a Quality
Assurance
Calibration
Technician.
Candidate should have ability to verify
gauge calibration, maintain calibration
records, monitor tracking and locations of
gauges in facility. Successful candidate
would also he responsible for first piece layouts. Candidate should have 2-5 years experience working with gauge equipment and
controls.
Prefer Vocational Technical
Degree or equivalent.
Candidate should
process strong math and technical skills.
must be organited and detail oriented. In
addition, candidate should he a team player
with good computer and communication
skills.

060

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

DATA
Link
Communications
is
seeking experienced
Cabling Technicians
and
Entry
Level
Technicians The positions are for full time
employment
Expenence with phone
systems is a plus.
Some
travel
is
required Benefits are
available Fax resume
to
12701753-1909
EXPANDING
sales
force looking for 1
excellent candidate to
service Murray and
Calloway County businesses_ Salary plus
commission
Send
resume to. The Sunny
Pages. P.0 Box 594.
Benton. KY 42025
FEDERAL Materials
Concrete
is
now
accepting applications
for driver/mixer operator. Will train for CDL
Benefits include 401k &
Profit Sharing. Health &
Dental
insurance.
Vacation & Holiday
pay. Apply in person at
Hwy 80 East in
Mayfield. No phone
calls

SUCCESSFUL tech
nology company is
looking for self-motivated telemarketing representatives Applicants
must possess professional, courteous telephone manners with
strong communication
and
organizational
skills.
Duties
will
include making outbound calls, following
up on warm leads, and
sending out information
to prospective clients.
Send resume to HR.
P.0 Box 1249. Murray.
KY 420711
TERRIFIC opportunity
for a sales professional
who is looking for a
great company to work
for' Need to be outgoing. very independent,
self-directed, technically savvy and goal oriented If you have
experienced a high
closing percentage in
past sales positions
and are looking for a
dynamic company contact: HR. P.O Box
1249, Murray. KY
42071
090
Domestic & Childcare

SITTER.
HOME weekends+. ADULT
No-touch freight!, Drop Young. Christian man
and hook available!! will sit for senior citizen.
Competitive
wages. Light chores, errands.
great benefits. mileage companionship. Will sit
incentive. CDL-A. 2 daily, hourly (min. 4
hours), weekly. etc.
years OTR experience
Nonsmoker,
non800-468-6087
drinker, excellent perPAINTERS needed At sonal references. Call
least 5 years residen- 270-293-6245 or 436tial experience Call 5906
Reasonable
270-443-6735 9AM- rates.
6PM
HOUSEKEEPING and
PART time general errands Call Linda @
resort maintenance & 270-767-0778
miscellaneous duties SITTER needed for
Requires experience small children. Must be
with plumbing and car- reliable and have own
pentry Call Joe Walker transportation. Days
436-2345
and hours vary. Call
767-1269, leave mesPART time housekeep- sage
er for cabins at lake
WILL clean up before
916-202-7812
and after renters, construction, remodeling.
SAFETY
advisors
etc. Walls, floors, win
$2500 month, manager
dows.
etc.
trainee's $3000 month
Experienced -Valerie
Company will train Call 436-5914
M-F 9am-lpm only, 1800-578-8799
Computers
SALES
Support/
MDM COMPUTERS
Accounts
A+ Certified Technician
Receivable:
Must
On site service
have excellent cus759.3556
tomer service,' phone
skills. Word and Excel
Want to Buy
a plus. Full time with
health benefits. Send
resume to. PO. Box ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
934. Murray, KY 42071 We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-3633
Or
lobappsresume@
WANTED
Canoe
yahoo.com
(270)227-2283

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE
Open Mon-Fri. 9-5: Sat. 9-2
641N. 2 raes on right
We buy and sell good used furniture

753-8501

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

AISSCOLALJICE AlL7C11114,24
)

CASH paid for
good used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 12th
Murray

Full-time 6AM-2PM. Prefer expenence
but will train. Pleasant atmosphere, good
working conditions. Apply in person at
Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
Dr., Murray. EOE

If you are interested in this position: Please
send your resume with salary requirements
to than@ jakelinc.com or mail to Jakel Inc..
Ann: H/R Manager. 7110 N 4th St., Murray.
KY. 42071. NI/F/V/D--E0E

A MONTH OF ADVERTISING

Mi
r Ata-Ifg
i =atn
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.
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CNA/CMA/Nurses'Aide

Our company otters a competitive salary and
benefits package. which includes major
medical. dental, life and 401K.

Murray Ledger & I Hoes

NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!
Sae!. ..lamemes 11 MTh AS 11100:113101 A- IN-

eff a Arca. ragrmisa aranisx•

NOW buying all scrap
metal, aluminum cans
and scrap cars (will
pick up cars.) Key Auto
Parts 1850 ST AT 121
South 753-5562
USED carpeting. electric baseboard heaters,
refrigerators. air conditioners, stoves, and
doors 753-4109

A Short Drive NW Of Murray, KY
From Murray At The MSU football Stadium. Take Hwy 121 NW 8 Miles Turn
Right On Hammond Rd -Hwy 1836" And Proceed N 1/2 Mile Signs Posted!!
"The Coldwater Community"
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In 6 Tracts And In Combinations

Homebuilders • Farmers - Investors
Mini Tracts • Building Sites

Tracts-Two 3.5 Acre - Two 4 Acre • 30 Acres • 28 Acres
A Good Location For Calloway Or Graves County
ii1E2 1 lEm.taattes Will Sell At 1 13:1343 It - NI_
AP.'',0

-

YARD SALE
1404B
HILLWOOD
SAT JUNE 4
MOST ITEMS Si
OR LESS
Household,
clothes/accessories, infant boy,
girls 2T-8, women
16-20, maternity,
bridal gown 18.

•..• -

WANT to buy junk cars
trucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
WANT to buy Junk Car
and Trucks Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week

2 pc solid oak desk
Glass top good condi
lion, $450 Compute
desk attachment 759
5322
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue $200
each 270-492-8614
MOVING sale 7 horses, 4 Boston Terriers, 3
English Bulldogs. '92
Chevy 11 passenger
van 293-6852 or 7537517
RG6 Coax cable 1' or
1,000'. 15 cents per ft.
Phone wire, all types
antennas, scanners.
XM & Sirius satellite
radios. High quality at
low prices. Come by
Beasley's at 500 N. 4th
St or call 759-0901
STOCK
Chevrolet
wheels & tires 15"x8".
$100. Window air conditioner. $150. 2938369, 227-2725

DIRT DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Best the county has
Call Terrell Tidwell

753-9075
227-2193
WHITE satin wedding
dress
w/
capped
sleeves size 16. $200
Call
270-753-6909
after 5PM

11112140.
Large Selection
USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square
753-1713
160
Home Furnishings

II

Tract 3- 3.571 Acres With Attractive 2 Story Brick Home
Formal Living Room • Formal Dining Room
Spacious -Family Room With fireplace
3 Bedrooms • 2 Baths • Study Or 4th Bedroom
Neat Kitchen With Breakfast Room • Laundry Room
Lots Of Closets • Large Garage • 2 Central Units
Excellent Backyard Setting With A Deck & Gazebo
Chain Link Fenced • Concrete Drive • Landscaped
A Great Calloway County Setting - Very Clean, Neat & Nice!
r
Open House Showing
Sunday, June 5th From 1:00 P.M. Until 3:00 P.M.
15% Down With A Minimum Deposit
Of S3,000.00 Per Tract, Balance in 30 Days
Items From The Farm And Home...Watch For Listing!

RILP

TABLE with 6 chairs.
$75. 489-2137
Farm Equipment
NEW Holland hay rake
$2.000. '97 Rossi 17ft
hay tedder, $2,200
Seldom used. 270-293
8282

FIREWOOD
cheap!
Kirksey Rd at Beach
489-2734
220
Musical
FLUTE lessons fo
beginners from MSU
student. 767-0593

KELLEY'S
MUSIC
Lessons on ALL
instruments.
Now open in Murray.
978-1961

1997 Clayton Mobile
Home, 16x80, 3br.
2bths, garden tub, fireplace. 2004 A/C unit &
storage unit goes wisell
of home Must sell
$21.000 or best offer"
753-9107 or 978-1672
2005 CLOSE OUTS Singlewides
and
Doublewides - Buy
today
and
save
$1.000's WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 731-642-6438
AWESOME 3 BR, 2
BA
DOUBLEWIDE:
With brick foundation
on approx 1 acre!!!
731-584-9429
MOBILE home and lot,
$14.500. 753-6012

• •

Affordable hot!
ng
lots. POs•lbit

financing.

CLOSEOUT
SPECIALS
ON
ALL
REMAINING 2004's!! Prices slashed!!! Call
now!!! 731-584-9429
REPOS!!!:
Singlewides
Doublewides!
Awesome
financing
options!! 731-584-9429
SINGLE AND DOUBLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need - New Used
and Repo's - Call today
at 731-642-6447.
TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
Bedrooms
and
2
Baths? Both priced in
the $50'5 Call 731642-6438 today"
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
2BR. $255 753-6012
2BR.
2BA
$300
(270)527-8808
SMALL 2BR $235 plus
deposit. No pets. 7538582
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
LOTS for rent
9866

753-

LOTS including sewer
and water. Hardin area.
270-527-8808

1 br apt. All appliances
included.
$335/mo,
pets allowed. 4366291
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
1, 2, 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606
1,2. & 3BR apts available for immediate
occupancy. Please call
753-8221.
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444
1BR furnrshed, close to
lake. $165 a week, utilities furnished. $250 a
month plus utilities.
436-6081
1BR Unfurnished Apt,
$265.00, close to campus, available April
1.No pets. 753-5980
1BR, 1 bath studio,
$335 month. 2BR, 1
bath. washer & dryer,
$410 month. 753-7559
1BR, 1 bath. washer &
dryer. $325 month
753-7559
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
ACCEPTING applications!
1BR
suite
Refrigerator,
stove.
dishwasher, washer,
dryer. wood deck. No
pets Deposit $350,
Rent $3351mo 2936060, 435-4040
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $340.00
38R $425 00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
LARGE BR in quiet
area.
No
pets
5525/mo. 759-1087

FREE
GASOLINE
with
LEASE
MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
1,2, & 3
Bedroom
Apartments
902 Northwood Dr.
Mon. 8 am-2 pm.
Wed. 11 am-6 pm.
Fri. 10 am-3 pm
Phone: 759-4984
TDD #
1-800-648-6056

A
,.....,,,,,

a

EXTRA nice 2 bedroom condominiums.
Southwood Drive. All
appliances included.
$500 a month. 1 year
lease and 1 month
deposit. No pets.
Available May 15.
767-9948. Apply at
2104 Country Rd.,
Southwest Villa
FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St., now accepting
applications for: 1br
starting at S330/month,
2br townhouses, basic
rent 5360/ month. Call
753-1970.
Leave
Message_
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone'
492-8721.
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
NEAR University Extra large 2 B/R apt.
Large living room.
Kitchen-dinette combo.
Central elec. H/A. All
appliances incl. washer-dryer. $200
Deposit- 5350 Mo.
($250 1st mo.)
753-4560 Mon.-Sat. 95.
NICE, clean 1BR apt at
University Heights. All
appliances, $325 a
month, $325 deposit.
12 month lease No
pets. 753-4937. 7598926. 753-1951
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
S100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
VERY nice 1BR, 2BA
fully furnished. Gas
heat, fireplace, all utilities included. $500 a
month. 270-227-2133

Houses For Rent
2 and 4 bedroom hous
es Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109
2BR brick in country.
Appliance furnished.
no pets Call after 5PM
753-0728
8 miles north $350
plus deposit No pets
753-8582
360
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

i

liTake Properly

LAKE
Barkley
Waterfront! 5 ac
$49,900 New to mar
ket. Ideal location. Will
not last! Call owner.
866-924-4328

2 lots with restrictions
1.5 acres & 1 acre 5
miles north or Murray.
752-7312
tamp

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.

15 fenced acres northeast
of
Murray.
$50.000 978-0523

/
11111
Ussd Cars
1997 Crown Victoria
Ford Police Car for
sale. 117,000 miles,
white, 4-door May be
seen at Wingo City
Hall. Sealed bids may
be sent to Wingo City
Hall, P.O. Box 117,
Wingo, KY 42088. Bids
will be opened at the
next
regular
City
Commission Meeting
of June 13. Monday
evening, 6:00 p.m. The
City of Wingo reserves
the right to reject any or
all bids
5U0

2002 4DR, 4 wheel
drive
Chevy. Low
miles, mint condition,
must
sell.
Asking
$8,000 OBO. Ask for
Chns 270-489-2303
1996 Chevrolet S-10,
Ext-Cab 753-9105
Campers
1990 Fleetwood Flair
30'
Class
A
motorhome
33.146
miles, many extras,
extended
warranty.
$12,800 436-2082
Boats 8 Motors
STARCRAFT Fish and
Ski. 17.1'. 4.3 V6 10.
Fish finder, trolling
motor, live well, trailer,
Bimini top, cover,
AM/FM. 1992. $5.000.
767-0582
1999 V-Star
1100
Custom, chromed out,
lowered, one of a kind
done right with loads of
extras $5,000 OBO
(270)293-5060 7539721

CANTERBURY
Subdivision,
1553
Oxford
Dr.,
4BR,
2.5BA, LR. DR. K. den,
utility room, bonus
room for kids, 30x36
garage. fenced backyard. approx. 3,700
sq.ft. city school district. 759-1506. 2934183

COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft.
C/G/H,
restrooms,
plenty of parking, near
judicial building. 7593772 752-0201 (after
hours.) Ask for Nelson
Shroat

HOUSES and mobile
homes for sale and for
rent in 6 west Kentucky
counties Call 270-3398824 or 270-339-8823

OFFICE space, Village
Center, 1406 North
12th St. 1,200 sq.
ft.753-7559

NEWLY
remodeled
1,600 sq. ft. home w/
15 acres includes 8
acres fenced, corral,
and pen
Livestock
barn, detached 3 car
garage. and workshop
New Providence area.
436-6092 or 227-6405

STORAGE or warehouse. For rent or
lease in city. 4,500 sq.
ft. with 12 doors."Could
have bath and office.
753-4763
VERY large warehouse
or shop 7.100 square
feet on approximately 3
acres. Office space, 2
bathrooms, equipped
with gas heat, air
hookup, steel hoist
beam, great lighting,
excellent location. The
building is divided and
can be leased by section Call 753-2905 or
293-8595.

ALL CARPENTRY
.
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, roofing, vinyl
siding, mobile home
repair, sagging floors,
termite & water damage. Larry Nimmo
(270)753-9372
or
(270)753-0353
APPLIANCE &
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
CHAD B. HUGHES
22 YE.Alts EXPERIENCE
(270)226-9398
(270)492-8191

TWO bedroom home
on a half acre. New
well, fenced in backyard. 14x28 building,
one mile from lake.
270-436-2641, 731 536-5501

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ASPHALT
SEALCOATING
•Commercial
•Residential
Free Estimates
TRAVIS
SEALCOATING
(270) 753-2279
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
CARPORTS Starting
at $675. installed. Roy
Hill (270)436-2113

Pets 8 Supplies
3/4 Beagle 1/4 Bassett
puppies Great for pets
or hunting. 8 weeks
old. $50 (270)3822214 or (270)841-0094

Used Cars

AKC Collie puppies.
Tri-color, s&w,$200, 11
weeks old. Call Julie
931-627-0292

97-ACURA, 2.2 CO
86,xxx, must sell,
$7,000/0B0.
(270
205-1696.

WALK
DOG Obedience
TO
MSU!
Affordable 1 bedroom
Master Trainer
apartments including
436-2858
basic kitchen appliHIMALAYAN
seal
ances and lovely cov- point
S&W 7 weeks,
ered
picnic
area. 10
weeks.
$100
$275/mo unfurnished.
(731)446-7246,
$325/mo nicely fur(731)479-0354
nished. 762-0991 or
REGISTERED Poodle
559-1164
puppies for sale: $350.
http://brandyarmHouses For Roll
strong.tripod.com, or
cal 436-6414 or 293SMALL 2br. 1 bath. 9076 for an
appoint$255/month. 978-0742
ment

2000 Honda Civic EX.
Loaded
$7,650.
Excellent
condition
Must sell 227-2431
2000 Toyota Crake GT.
5 speed. dark blue, 1
owner, 40K, excellent
condition, $9,500. 270753-8883
'99 Dodge Intrepid. AC,
PS, PW, PO, CO. 86K
miles. Wonderful car,
$5.000 761-2824

-
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Lawn
Mowing
mulch, other services
also. Free estimates.
753-0462

SLR\ It I
_ inti .
trimming.
call for
estimate

CUSTOM Tractor,
work tilling, blade
work, bush hogging
Free estimates Gerald
L. Carroll, owner. 492:
6159 or 293-0163

5

6
ti
7

\\N

753-S682
436-2867 Joe Lamb's
Mower Repair Tune-up
specials Work guaranteed, free pick-up/delivery.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS, New
Roofs, all types. 29
years experience Call
Carters
A-1
AFFORDABLE
HAULING all around
clean-up, gutters, tree
work 436-2867

DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.,
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503
DREAM
Makers
Construction.
New
home
construction,
remodeling and training. 25 years experience in commercial
and residential building. Free estimates.
Call Tony DuncarC
(270)753-3822 or 8534848
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removals
stump grinding, fire.wood. Insured. 489=
2839

UGLY ROOF STAINS

A W A V® Roof-Brite
Since 1968
ASK ABOUT LIFETIME WARRANTY

270-748-5449 SeenWet,
1-888-272-7003 wwwARBROOf COM

Motorcycles & ATV's
2002 Roadstar Warrior,
1700 cc. 4,900 miles.
windshield, corbin seat
with backrest and other
accessories. Like new
Daytime Call 753-1055
after 5 p.m call 7679082

er

4

1.(11\
2BR
with
vertical
duplex behind. Great
investment. $65,000.
270-753-4109, 27^227-1545

48'X40' metal building,
1 year lease. Located
at 406 Sunbury Circle,
Murray. Call (270)4362935

767-0533 MOWING,
rimming.
mulching,
painting, odd jobs.
cleaning
Free
Estimates 978-1115.
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044

Homes For Sale
1575 MOCKINGBIRD
3I3R. 3 bath, split plan,
hardwood/ tile. Walkout basement w/ indoor
workshop. 753-7989

PREMIER MINISTORAGE -Inside climate
control storage
-Security alarmed
-Safe & clean
-We sell boxes!
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

_ E...•.

TWO story bnck apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income -producer.
$125,000. 270-7534109, 270-227-1545

Lots For Salo

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

Come by our office today or call
I -

Used Duda

770-753-6012
320
Apartments For Rent

2x2 Classified display ad.
Your ad will appear for a month
in the Murray Ledger & Times
& The Shopping Guide for only
S300.00.
Thats less than S10.00
per issue!

iii‘estmc.

& REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466
vvvvw.jartiesrcash_ccorn

2 Lane recliners w/ arm
covers. Sage green (7
months old) $325/each
OBO. 436-5452
SALE-FURNITURE
roll-a-ways & mattress
sets.
Carraway
Furniture 105 N 3rd St
753-1502

Real Estas

JAIVIES R. CASH
75 AUCTIONEER
Je

YARD SALE
1003
PAYNE ST
THURS & FRI
JUNE 2 & 3
8:00-3:00
Furniture, toys,
clothes & much
more

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
-Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile Homes
-Brick -All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water -Parking Lots & Driveways

David Borders
(270)527-7176 or (270) 293-0939

AUTRY ROOFING
30 years experience
All work guaranteed
Roby Autry
270-767-9597
731-586-4496

Cell
731-234-6875

9
tl

I1

4

7

CLASSIFIEDS
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TV ListiiiThursday,June 2, 2005

Horoscopes
rARAGE

PAYTON LAWN (ARE

CONVERSION
'Bedroom
•Family Room
•Uhlitv

Landscaping.
Fertilizer and Light
Backhoe Work

753-9440

270-436.5507 Nome
270-293-7717 Cell

Green Acres
Lawn Care:
•10-years service
•Shrub and tree
tnmming
•Gutter cleaning
•Spring cleaning
•Other services
•Quakty service at
affordable prices

(270)753-0462
227-8658
KR CONSTRUCTION
roofing, int/ext
painting, vinyl siding, concrete work
Free estimates
759-1873 • 556-5736
JUNK/
Rubbish
Removal Spring cleaning, clean out attics,
garages, yard waste,
etc (270)489-2583
LAYTON
hauling &

Hudson
backhoe

753-4545, 767-0213
Mower
MOODY'S
Repair pick-up & deliver. 753-5668

Om e
iR8e3
'improvements
•Ple,ure Wa,titry
rat'it,
•ljutter Cirantnti
•./..anas‘aring •Xt.
534-003$

705-27.e 7

Family
WARREN
ATV
Motorsports
Repair New and used
pans available Low
labor rates, quality
work. 20 years experience. 270-759-1570
WILL do customized
lawn care and
bushogging. Also will
do food plots for
hunters. Reasonable
prices 293-5215
YARDS to mow. Free
estimates (731)247-

6189
WE SERVICE
All Major Appliances
and Most Map Brands
WARD-ELK1NS
On the Square Murray
(270) 7531713

David's Home
Improvement
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

by J110111.11118 NRI
for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Thursday, June 2, 2005:
You often have a collision when
you least expect it. What is certain is that there are many different paths; just stay open to possibilities. Sometimes you need
to let go of what used to work
for you and permit more adventure into your life. Curb your
temper with those in charge.
More often than not, you need to
maintain a perspective. You gain
through detachment and handling your finances seriously.
Investments could be slow to
come to fruition. Don't have
great expectations, and you will
not experience as many ups and
downs. Network and expand
your horizons. If you are single.
a friendship could develop into a
lot more or could be the key to a
developing bond. If you are
attached, focus on what you
want as a team. Blend friendship
and romance. ARIES is your
friend through good times and
had.

ill
1111.1 II%NM FR
Panting • Cirpcory • Roofing
Al! types of remodeling
Ray Purdon
731-642-0646
731-445-7371
Terry Rowland
731-642-5838

David Gatenore Owner
Will Do Insurance Work
Visa 8, MasterCard Accepted

731-247-5422

Free
Pallets

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
Difficult

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You might feel as it you
Donald's
are heading in the nght direction.
Professional
Times
but you could find that obstacles
Painting
befall you left and right. Dig into
First Come
Make a good first
your creative thinking. Fatigue
First Serve
impression!
could be overwhelming if you act
Free estimates
Please
like a Bull and keep hitting your
493-0634
No Phone Calls
head against the wall. Tonight:
You need a break.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
** Others could easily disappoint you, especially as you have
leamed to count on them. Say little; think a lot. Answers naturally
flourish for those who want solutions and are ready to accept
others as they are. Tonight: Mull
over the day's events.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Recent gains might
appear to go down the drain. You
don't need to let this happen, but
you do need to let go and be less
1. GEOGRAPHY: Where was the infamous
vested. Realize when you are
heading in the wrong direction.
prison called Sing Sing?
when you hit complications.
or
the
was
what
strip,
2. COMICS: In the comic
Tonight: Let go of today's stressschool?
name of Archie's high
es.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
U.S. STATES: Which state's nickname is the
** Sometimes a child or
Grand Canyon State?
loved one pushes you beyond
a
caused
by
is
scurvy
disease
The
4. MEDICINE:
your limits. Right now, bosses,
lack of which vitamin?
authority figures and routine
happenings trigger strong reac5. GENERAL KNOWLEDGE: How many stories
tions. Know when to say enough,
does New York's Chrysler Building have?
others will follow your lead.
6. HISTORY: What was the type of military plane
Tonight: Understand that the
tried-and-true doesn't always
that dropped the atomic bomb on Hiroshima?
work.
7. TELEVISION: When did the show "Mission:
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Impossible" first go on the air?
*** Reach out for others and
don't hesitate to express your
8. U.S. PRESIDENTS: Pierre Salinger was the
ideas, though you might have
president?
which
of
secretary
press
difficulty understanding what oth9. GAMES: How many points does a "Z" have in
ers are thinking and their logic
Sometimes you push yourself
the board game "Scrabble"?
way too hard. Just let it all hapof
kinds
many
how
About
WORLD:
10. NATURAL
pen. Tonight: Try to imagine what
world?
the
in
there
houseflies are
it feels like to be someone else.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Work together as a team
Answers
rather than get caught up in
1. New York state
another's logic. You understand
2. Riverdale
what others want, but not where
they are coming from. Listen to
3. Arizona
others rather than judge them
4. Vitamin C
Tonight: Togetherness works
5. 77
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** You could be frustrated by
6. B-29
what happens with others. Plans
7. 1966
change radically. You want to
8. John Kennedy
think in terms of positive interpretations rather than get caught
9. 10 points
up in a superficial judgment.
10. More than 100,000
Tonight: Allow others to display
their colors.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** A financial matter presents
a situation differently. You might
•
Shipping
• We Also Offer .Latest Pick-Up-In-Town -Same Day
• have to give up some rigidity and
•
For Packages Received By 6 p.m.• In-Store Packing
• look at situations differently. Your
•
•Color & B&W Copc' Hong, Laminating• imagination takes you down a
•
• different path. Don't assume it is
•
•Mailbox Rental *Fre,4•
right direction. Tonight: Do
4' the
Open A EREE House Account & Get .
•
something just for yourself.
•
••
10% 00 Your first Month's Shipping
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
•
•
21)
•
(N IN St Next to Wax)Big)
•
• *** You need to adjust. Let
Ail-F 8 o.m.-7 p.m.. Sat. 9 o.m,-4 p.m.
•
others see that you can get past
762-9103
• Localy O.vned & Operated
an immediate problem. Your
energetic and dynamic ways
draw results, as long as you
ServIcee_Offeres1
don't get stuck. Your lively side
,•House Calls
helps you blow through prob•Component Upgrades
lems.
•Sottwa re Upgrades
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
•Repair
'Speed Increases
** Build on what you know.
'General Maintenance
Don't get caught up in rigid think-Home Networks Installed & Set Up
ing. Your ability to flex and see
•Virus Removal
answers adds to your popularity.
•Custom Built Computers
Think before you make any dra.System & Network Consulting.>
matic changes. Review present
situations with growth and
PC DOCTOR • Murray
change. Tonight: Hang at home.
the_pedoctor@charter.not • 270-226-9577
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Immo.oi Chamber al Commerce & Rotary Club
**** Know when to push
through a problem and see past
the immediate situation. Creative
and dynamic thinking proves to
be the only way to find an
answer. It could be best to let go
of what appears to be unstable.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Knowing when to back off
Bob Billingkr
could be important. You could
push someone very hard and get
a strong reaction, even if you
don't want to. Stand back and
watch what will happen it you let
go. Give someone the space to
AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • HEALTH & LIFE
back off of his or her position.
I ,1
.1, •
,
I • rviti
r
•
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS. Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and
Remodeling. Quality
Work. Over 30 Years
Gerald
Experience.
Walters. 753-2592.

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger &

BY FIFI RODRIGUEZ

1.

• CHEAPEST UPS SHIPPING IN TOWN...GUARANTEED! •

THE UPS STORE

•

THE MURRAY
INSURANCE AGENCY

1
THURSDAY MORNING A- CHARTER,hi- 10l ItRAV ILLE.C11UC.,C- MEDIA COM,D- GALAX
JU
'
'
7:00
A B C 0 6:00 j 6:30
Jae Peub

(5 An News

Good Morning MeltsI

RepIal big

Tile Ma(fØI

W58.-AEC 3 3 3

Nees

Good Morning MinceI

Terry Daus

The Mew (N)I

Melba 1.

WSMV4SC 4 4

News

Today (In Stereo)I

Tony Dom

Ellen Show

VITVF-CIS 5 5

News

lbws

KMI-A8C 2 2

V6R
ITTie Esity Shm I[Mona MamaI The Price Is Riat *we
NeesI
Jens Polley
:
Diane News
The Vise(N)I
Regis and KM

., Today [ In Stereo)I
FiVPSD-11BC 6 6 6 6 NewsI
.., _
Good Morning America I
7 Good Morning
WOBJ-MiC 7 7
kthur Couch
WIFT-PIS 8 8
Rogers COON Lions
1101-For

WGN

Gonad Dennis

Under-

Ueda

Paid
TV-UPN 10 17,11 30 Paid
KFVS-CBS 12 12 12 12 Brealdast Show

The Eery Snow *Stereo)I

16.35 9 10 chant Bari-

Hap

Clifford Dragon Caillou

Shrinks Barney

VIDKA-111 22 16 10

Sabrina Ubsays. Paid

Chapel

ESPN2

25 30 25

Meyer

Teletub Rogers Reeding
Porkers Minns Spin

Tab

Living

Believ-

Fellow tapir-

krepir-

Inept,-

Simone Matt Lions

Paid

Paid

24 29 26 II SpoitsCenter1 'SportsCenterI

Mama,Pit

Rockford Ries

MatlockI

Watkins Jacobs Ina"-

ESPN

The Price Is Right Young-Ream

UN Tod Your

Truths

17 53 28

Shang OverI

}Pat

Pat

Regis and Kelly
HIM-

WKIIU-PBS 21 21 5 11 Arthur

NSP

Divorce Justice

Peopn's Court

Horns Dalivery

HabilHem

SportsCalsr1

2005 National Spelling Bee(lwe)

SportsCantarI

Rogers

away Jakos

Tibia Seems SliestI Boon-

Hitched Michell Ma Milks 1

Sherlock Paid

Paid

9 9 2 3 Paid

TLC

Bassbail Tennis French Open - worneos Semifinals (Live)I
True Ulm -Prixn"
MTV Hits
26 49 27 24 Video Waits-Up
TRL I
EA lAtirs Attacks
25 27 39 14 The PretenderI Angst (In Stereo) Charmed 1
Baby
Clew SwapI
Baby
29 41 41
fikis
Todd- 111-5I Save

LIFE

30 52 31 31 Fit Uts

Nanny
'
Workout Mad AIX. Design- Golden

USA

32 51 49 5 Coach

sdr"(101105
belt **1.01ftingsvir

AMC

NICK

*ft Vmditen*lastSrmwe(lee MR' pate:it* liteNt.ofif(NNW
34 583 MUM Mselmsot Wrath
Minute by Minute Minute by Minute Minute by Minute Third Watch -Duty" City Confidentist
35 35 44 27 More Escapes
So Little Living The 700 ClubI Gilmore oust Full His. Full We.
36 53 36 2 Dragon Rangers Rangers BeyBlues- Link Bill
Dora
BeckBlues- Spider LazyOddpar- Neutron Sponge Dora
37 22 24 4 Rock

HGTY

43 36 16

MTV
TNT

ME
FAN

Fast-

Rebecca Solo-

MTV Prom Sped. In Stereo)!Balm
ER In Stereo)I Jutting kwlI
leakSec
ProUnsolved Myst.

Nanny

lariny

Golan

The District1

T DistrictI
Nash BridgesI ll_he

Country Design- Crafters House

Home

Room

}JAG 1

Taal

Wilts

Duvall

Duvall

Paid

limp-

Trucks! 7 Days lin Stereo) Dm Space 9

Deep Space9

SPIKE

44 33 30 23 Paid

Paid

Paid

WM

52 26 21 13 Saved-

Saved-

Mat*iri *The Triangle(2021)II

TOON

65 32 50

Totally

COURT

66 61

Paid

Coda- Ed, Edd SccebY KriPt° TUNI'neY
Paid
Open Court
Paid
Paid

BET

67 39

(5:00) BET fawning inspiration

CIITV

70 34

ISO()) CRT Music

HBO

650 71 51

MAX
SHOW

761 72 54

Movie. ,Motie: **vi Toe Ruse(1999)PG-13 tiler* *10i "Stuck on You-(2003)X Illovir "111elkileber's1We'
Movie 8 Movie: ** lifed Ca-(1997) Mute:*L2'Erwy°(2084)Ben Silo 36 Male:*el -Murderm WOO' Bram
Movie:** lrerume(1960) No*:"Fut Mo.(2(02)I Aslkovis Movie:* "Roller800goe"(1879)PG'

DISH

7$ 31 57

Koala

FUX

X6

Movie To Sr Love Stardiaser-Onn

11802

02

Movie Counterfoil

/01 73 52

DNA-

linVF-C8S Y & R

Passions If.
Bold

Talk of the Town

WfS040C Days of our Lives PassionsI
Wi39J-13C All My Chadian I One Lite to Live
Brown
XBSI-Foi ,
VOCITV4Pti Paid

7.02

• • - J. News

5:30 ' 6.00
News

5:00

ABC

News

News

News

'Edition News

Edition Insider Dr. Phil
General Hospital Or. Phil

Atop-

isiiiiion- News I NBC

Brown

The 700 Club1

Paid

Enter-

Gin-

Starting Over I

NewsI Fortune
News

Fortune

Zoom I News-Lehrer

70s

Malcolm King Hill Sap-

Blind

Yes

Ray-

Mal-

JAW-

Rockford Files

Magnum,P.I. I

INSP

Mae- 4Inspir-

War-

iPre GED Banns- Shrinks Zoom I PostFeud
Jerry Springer 1_ Feud

News

Arthur

Guiding LightI Bien Show

WD1L140 Lite & StyleI

News

INews

PostDragon [ Clifford Maya
Fear Factor!
Maury N X

As World Turns

Mass

NBC

ABC

Cora Winfrey I News

6:30
Fortune

News I Enisr-

News I ABC

Montel Williams

Guiding Light I As World Turns

KPISCSS NewsI Bold
WGN
News (In Stereo)
110119-PBS GED

4:30

4.00

3:30

Opra Money 1 News

Paid

UN Tod Moir-

illoele: *** linOne(1992) I VIM Nonors-1

Genial Hospital Larry Elar
Days of our Lives Dr. Phil

Shrinks Zoboo

Re-

Higgiy

,,_ CH A RTE R, II- VII RRAY ELECTRIC,C. NIEDIACOAL B.(;ALA XI

Reeding Cyber-

roorr.oes Virtues Lions

BET

Movie:*a* /he 8rg Kide(1955)TM'

Moult 'Young8A,Young"

assail Ala

WSL•ABC Al My Children I One UN to Live

"Wiggles !Koala

Out-Box Dood-

t Wiggles Chart* Rolls

2.00 ' 2 12

1:30
12:00 12:30 : 1:00
WKFOIABC All My Children I One Life to Live
News

106 & Part Top 10 Live

}Movie: *** -Ernme(1996)'PG'I

THURSDAY AFTERNOON

ViSth-NBC News

Tat Hal

BET Sta

ski.lo

Higgty

Davreores CrestI Dearson's Creek I Ed "Losing Streak
iScooby Tom II Jerry
tam.*

Yes

Cosby

Cosby

Discov- Steel

WIll

Home

Mayhem Chang- Nape

Cyber-

Maya

CIfford Dragon GED

Mega-

NM-

/Mtn Yu GI

Cosby

Outdre-

NewsI Ray.

Oprah Winfrey I NewsI News

Home Videos
Henry

Blind

Will

Home

Hickey

Cerullo

Busi-

News-Lehrer

Cosby

Home

Griffith

Spoil „PGA Golf Memonai Tournament - First Round.(Lee)I SP0114Cwaw I
ESPN
2005 Naomi Spoiling Bee (Live)
BowlIng Bowling Bowling Softball
Colas Softball: NCAA Town_ - Teams TBA
TBA
Teams
bourn
ESPN2 College Softball: NCAA
Direct Effect
Pimp
Pimp
TRL IC
RN
its& (In Stereo) Made In Stereo) Made In Stereo) Made 'Baiter
Una & Order
Law & OrderI Law 6 Order I Angel(In Stereo) Chatted I
Judging Amy I NYPD Blue!
iNT
__
Clean Sweep 1 iris Fix!
Starting Overt Trading Spaces VIM You Out
Baby
TLC
Baby
Younger lWedUFE
Unsolved Myst Matt"Sang krocenco12006)I Strong Medicine Nanny Ninny Golden 'Gowen lagnories-taid
USA
MAC
AKE
FAN

JAG I JAG In Stereo' tr: Movie: itiirki liollori My"(2003)1 Movie:**** 1711tSiena* olIto Lanbe(1991) haw & Order: SVU,
taw*lore* in tis Mao/Pe NiOr 1967) limit ***"Hoffa"pso Jack Nicholson.'R KIN***'IMO*Woe(1930)IT
City Confidential Antaican Justice
American Justice Minute by Minute Minute by Minute Minute by Minute Third Wdch I
Smelly/lieI
Fulase FullHee GiUnore Gins I 7th HavenI
DogShp
Boy
Family Family Slop

NICK

Max

Rugrats Rugrats CatDog Arnold

Dora

Decor*. Sensi-

HON
SPIKE

She Trek Gen.

WTBS

Cosby

TOON

Cosby

Mission Design Design Design- Room
Harvey Harvey Drew

Looney Looney Krypto

Drew

Ed, Edd Grim

Pet

COURT kith skies

Grown
Land-

Yes

Krypto

Coda- Wins

Nancy Grace: Closing Arguments
Student Center

Home

Yes

Oder- Neutron
Curb

House

CSI: Crime Sat

Police Videos

Reel TV Reel TV Ilexinium Exp.

MecGyver I

She Trek Gen.

Chalk-

Country Crafters Homes Week-

Oddpar- Neutron Sponge Rock

Home

&Hasid SWIM NIB Bombe if

Totally

Titans

Static

Grim

106 6 Pork: Top 10 Uve

Rap City: The Bassment

Preview

Cope 1 Cops I

NYPD Blue I

Catherine Crier

BET

BET

BET Now

MTV

CRT Music

HBO

Oisak 7411Slinon's Loss in Yonkers The League°IEhroomfirtiry GlinnISoldier
Movie: ** "50 FrA Oilie(2004)I P
(11:45) Movie: 'Bram *AwlDeculsAllevis: llareeice(1918) !Move:** 'Tracing Places'(1963)'IT Movie:** SNOW 12004/
Movis:**** 'Glory(1989)'R'I !Movie:* 'A Guy Thrx1(2003)9G-13'
MOVIIE Assassination Tango Movie:'Yew of the But'I ,
[So
[Lizzie [Sister So
,Lilo
Proud Brice- Kim
Kim
Kim
Kirri
Stanley Kim
JoJo

MAX
SHOW
MN
FLIX
11802

Hazzard
I Dukes of

Top 29 Countdown

CRT Music

Movie: *** If Could Happen to You' Movie: -The Glass Marione"(1987) Movie: *-** 'Atm York New York"(1977)RobertDe Moo.
Illovit ***IX VOW River"(2033)Sean Penn

\Voris Nth Honors'Moir "Empire FA"(2005, Comedy-Dram)Ed Hems. WRAC

4• CHARTER R. Sit RR AN ELECTRIC. C- MFDIA(OM,1). i. Al.A‘l

THURSDAY EVENING

9:30
9:00
7:00 I 7:30 1 8:00 1 8:30
VIKRUI-ABC Matz site Thaitiris Angels"(2030, Actin) PrimeTints Live I
WSIL-ABC tint *** Thad*PageM12000, Aden) PrimeTime Live I
WSMV-NEIC Joey!

Will

Hit lie Baby

WTVF-CBS Cold Case [In Stereo CSI: Crime Scn
WPSO-NBC Joey!

Will

Hit Me Baby

10:00
News

10.30

11:00
Friends

Friends

News I Nighdlne %inlaid

12:00

11:30

News

Tonight Show

UN Night

Without a Trace1

News

Late Show

Entertain tai Lail Late Lai

ER In Stereo)I

Neat Tonight Show

/Again* Amy Kimmel Live Seinteld

News

Served

Bea& X
Fr•Sil•I /Ong
The 0.C. , in Stereo) The 0.C.(In Stereo) 70$ Show Malcolm SlipEntscan
Lite
Friends Opt* Winfrey TE
News
Lab Ude
Without a Trace I News I Late Show
KFVS-CBS Cold Case In Stereo)ICSI: Crime Scn
Moritz **142 -AmmoOftpiertifill) 110.13 Baseball Chicago Cubs at San Diego Padres (In Stereo Live)
WGN
Today

ripe-

Mortal all

News
Spa
VAQIU-P85 Antiques Radshow Mystery! "Foyle's WarI
WDKA-1113 Blue Coll Blue Col Busily and the GM Judge J. Judge J. WO
(SE%
ESPN2
MN
TNT
TLC
LIFE
USA

Wefttree% 1itialitme0111.
College Softball: NCAA bourn

St. Jude InverVisions

Charts Roes If; IC

Row-

Paid

Cops I }ExtraI

Inside tie NBA I
Smarm Prisons

1

Movie Alemorios-Uid. &Mt a* 'Touching Wild Haws"(2003)11 Golden i Golden
Law & Order: SVU Movie: **Ii liymbar(2001.Suspense)Mktg HMOs.I

*AK** VoleftN4AIM De firo.
Escape From Death RowI
Nanny

lpea
_r
Nanny :

*010/015,1
linios Lee: A Wanior's JorawyI

Romeo!

far1

Mission

',Design Design

SPIKE

Clik Woe Ben

NIBS

plifikdrti
MLA Baseball: Braves at Nationals
Coda- Yu-GI-Oh! Tir-Titan DragonPreview Mucha

WINN. Full Mae Fresh Pr. Cosby

Division

UIII i Order SW

Sponge

COURT

Street

GED

NICK

10011

News

, IneptInept*

SpoteCenter(Lim)
MLB Bo** Chicago Cite at San Diego Padres (Live)I
French Open(N)X
the
at
Todsy
TEA
College Soltbell. NCAA Tourn -- learns
}team
}Barton
Cribs
Cribs
Cite
Chaotic Famous Cribs

ChoiBarkers }Barkers }CalNBA Bssialsall: Eastern Cord Final Game 5 - Pistons at Heat
Supertax Prisons Escape From Death Row Y

MXC

Late Late Show

Ky Lie

FAN

AM

Pal
DrIFIT
Cheaters Paid

Rae-

moat•* '19cIdmier(1989 Adventure)IT Movie:** lwihearr(1900, Mtn)'Ft'
Crossing JordonI Coid Case Filesi
Movislisel (N( I
Cold Case Flies -it
Videos
Videos
Wye? Whose/ The 700 Club!
'(19N,Comfy)
Swat** 'Dr.

AMC

Edition

Beyond Ms SowsI New This Old

WOTI-UPN *'WE SrnackDown!(If)(ln Stereo)I

Your Day Lk Tod

Last Call

Late Night

News

KBS4-Fox

Brkthrgh Love

Last Call

ER In Stereo)I

WBEIJABC MGM tire "ChafesAnree(20110, Argon) Prirvielline Live!
Vial-PBS Tonnes- Gardener Steno ReportsI Shore Things!

INSP

12:30

hightail Jimmy Kimmel Live
Seinteld Awry Kimmel Live

Paid

Paid

Rom*

Roos-

Fmk Pr. Rai Pr. Boss?

Murphy

House

Illeilen

neleign Design

Design-

Design-

Howe

Howe

Design

IOC

WM

KC

Ka1

P1011111111119

Amer Dad Family

Chicken

CopsI CopsI Forensic Evidence The Investigators IN) HollyCollege Blowin Sad Food On Sam) News

Justice

.\MalTV

Blind

01Ik4
Semi* Pima. S-CRY-Ed

CopsI CopI Forensic Evidence

1014 Put:IIITs Top 10 are

Soul Food (In Stereo)

BET

Porters • College

CNN

Top 20 Countdown

HBO

Solder-Feast

MAX
SHOW

linkaili'Wader% 1600-(1997)'IT I Dalt irli Dall10106411111Mat Inininuok vs Dracifie "A Mow Teir(MX)
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Stop anti-Alzheimer's
medication if it doesn't work
DEAR DR. GOTT: In a
recent column. you responded
to an individual seeking advice
concerning the administration
of
an
Alzheimer's
drug on a
trial basis
for one of
his parents.
Your recommendation stated
AKAN that you did
Dr. Gott not think
such treatment would
By
a
Dr Peter Gott present
problem.
N1 step-mom is in a nursing
facility and was placed on Aricept once a day. After approximately 30 days, there did not
seem to be any benefit being
derived from the drug and I
asked about removing it from
her daily medications. I was
informed that when individuals have been on the drug for
a period of time, and then had
the drug removed from their
Jails intake, they quickly went
dov.ithill. Since my step-mom
still has some recall. I elected not to discontinue the drug.
DEAR READER: In some
patients. Aricept and other similar medicines will slow progression of dementia. If. however. this is not the case with
your stepmother, stopping the
drug is appropriate — but.
thereafter, the loss of cognitive function will continue. As
I have previously written, my
experience with Aricept has
been disappointing. In this
instance, removing the drug
trom our stepmothers daily
schedule is a reasonable action.
To give you related infor!nation. I am sending you a
of my Health Report
\l/heimer's Disease.- Other
readers ‘v ho would like a copy
should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope
and 52 to Newsletter. P.O. Box
167. Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be

i

sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Here
is a beauty for you: My friends
and I had a discussion regarding meat, i.e.. beef and chicken. One friend said that he
always makes it a point to
rinse his meat under the water
and pat it dry to clean off any
germs. Also, his wife said that
she scrubs chicken with salt
and lets it soak to clean it.
Now, that is exactly what my
mother used to do, but I read
that once you place your steak
on the grill, the fire and heat
from the grill will certainly
more than disinfect the surface of the meat and kill any
germs. The same is also true
of cooking the meat in a pan
on top of the stove or in the
oven, either baking or broiling until the meat is done.
The heat kills the surface germs
far better than water, which does
nothing except make it cleaner to handle.
Please answer and end our
discussion.
DEAR READER: You are
correct that proper cooking will
kill any bacteria in meat, so
this is a far better preventive
than washing or salting.
This is the reason that most
authorities urge people to avoid
steak tartar and undercooked
beef. Contaminated meat can
be a real problem. especially
in fast food restaurants, so my
advice is to make sure your
meat and poultry are cooked
long enough to heat the center portions adequately.
Copy right 2005, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
If readers would like to contact Dr. Gott. they may write
him through your newspaper
or send their mail directly to
Dr. Gott c/o United Media.
200 Madison Ave., 4th fl., New
York, NY 10016. However, if
readers want to request a
newsletter, they should write
to the Ohio address.

Wedding presence is denied
to disapproving relatives
DEAR ABBY: My girlfriend
of several years, ''Tami,"
became my fiancee last fall.
We plan to be married this
summer. I am white; Tami is
black. For the majority of our
relatives,
this is not a
problem. A
few
close
relatives,
however,
have made
their disapproval
of
interracial
Dear Abby marriage
quite clear. I
chalk it up
By Abigail
Van Buren
to their generation and
the world they grew up in.
The civil rights movement
never happened for them.
Tami and I have decided
not to invite those who disapprove. I don't even want
them to have the option. Sourpusses do not make good wedding guests, so why waste the
invitation? With help from
Tami's father, were paying for
the wedding. and we are in
agreement. My mother, however, is worried about insulting people. I think it would
be a good lesson for them to
experience that there are consequences for racist attitudes.
I told Mom I'd run this one
by you. Your thoughts. please'?
-- WEDDING PLANNER IN
N.Y.
DEAR WEDDING PLANNER: I'm not sure whose relatives you're planning to
exclude, yours or Tami's, since
racism is a sad fact of life across
the board in our society. However. I see no reason to issue
an invitation to anyone you
feel would cast a pall over
the wedding. Someone who
has already voiced disapproval
would make a poor guest. May
your marriage be a long and
happy one.
•••
DEAR ABBY: 1 am a 13year-old girl living through a
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Losthallack
10 years ago
Rep. Freed Curd and Murray State University President
Dr. Kern Alexander have been
named to serve on the Task
Force on Higher Education that
involves university leaders, legislators and citizens scheduled
for June 14 in Frankfort.
Ray Cothran and Wanda
Brown combined for 63 and
then won a four team playoff
to win the championship flight
of the Belles & Beaux Golf
Tournament at Oaks Country
Club.
Births reported include a
girl to Pamela and Brad Canter and a girl to Pamela and
Timmy Thompson, May 23; a
boy to Monica and Brian
Rodgers, May 24.
20 years ago
Named as honor students of
Murray High School Class of
1985 were Amy Roos, valedictorian; Todd Ross, salutatorian; Shawn Parker, third;
Kim Greer, fourth: Kelly Chilcutt, Jeff DeBoer, Ann Harcourt,
Robert Lyons, Alicia Nunnally, Lillian Olazabal and Mike
Wilkins.
Yancey Huie, a student of
County
Calloway
Middle
School. received the first place
medal in the history contest,
sponsored by the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution, according to Mrs. James
Byrn, chapter regent.
Births reported include a
boy to Eric and Kimberly Nelson, a boy to Daniel and Joyce
Crass and a boy to James and
Debra Allen, May 28.
30 years ago
Murray State University has
been awarded a $20,000 grant
by the National Science Foundation for the purchase of scientific equipment to improve
undergraduate instruction in
geology, chemistry and physics.
A paper was presented on

a metric system by Dr. Eugene
M. Schanbacher of Murray
State University at a meeting
of the National Bureau of Standards, Washington. D.C.
James Wells, 6-9 senior center at Calloway County High
School. has been named as
one of the top 100 high school
basketball players in the United States.
40 years ago
Murray High School commencement was held May 28
at Holland Stadium. Fred
Schultz, superintendent of Murray City Schools, was speaker. Diplomas were presented
by Eli Alexander, principal.
Taz Ezell of Murray died
May 31 from injuries sustained
in a two-car collision on US
Highway 641 near Benton.
Mrs. C.C. Lowry of the
Murray Woman's Club was
elected as vice president of
the Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs at the convention held at the Brown Hotel,
Louisville.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Crowell and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Gary Wicker.
50 years ago
Hiram Tucker, Holmes Ellis
and Ray Brownfield, members
of the Murray Rotary Club,
are attending the Rotary International Golden Anniversary
convention at Chicago, Ill.
Elected as new officers of
the Murray Training School
Chapter of the Future Farmers of America were Donald
Crawford, Dale Barnett, Robert
Barrett, Dan Billington, Wells
Owen and Jerry Hale.
Recent
births
reported
include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Hale, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Hill, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Clark
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Bruce Sills.

nightmare. When I was 4, 1
got a disease that caused my
hair to fall out. I wear a wig
and live in constant fear that
it will slip or fall off. It's
making me miserable.
Some girls say I am "lucky"
because I will never have to
shave. I would give anything
to shave. My mom doesn't
understand what it's like.
Although she tries, she just
makes things worse. How can
I cope with this when no one
I know understands, or even
cares about its effects on my
life? -- "NAKED" IN NEW
ORLEANS
DEAR "NAKED": An
excellent way to cope with
your problem is to talk with
other young people who share
it. You have a fairly common
autoimmune condition called
"alopecia areata." It occurs in
men and women, but most
often young people are the
ones affected.
The National Alopecia Areata Foundation offers support
groups, detailed information
about current research, treatments, medical information.
and much more that could educate your mother and benefit
you. You both should visit its
Web site. www.naaf.org, or email it at info@naaf.org. I
hope you'll do it soon, because
the group is holding its 20th
annual conference in Tampa,
Fla.. June 30 through July 3.
If you and your mother can
attend, they'll have programs
and camps for kids from 5 to
17. Good luck!
•••
DEAR ABBY: Ever since
my boss learned we live close
to each other (about 15 minutes between us), he has asked
me for a ride home every day.
The ride is about 45 minutes.
How do I tell him "no" without getting fired'? Help! -HAD IT IN HACKENSACK
DEAR HAD IT: Make
yourself less available for taxi
By The Associated Press
service. Start filling your calToday is Wednesday, June 1. the 152nd day of 2005. There
endar with errands, appoint- are 213 days left in the year.
ments and social engagements
Today's Highlight in History:
after work. You can't be fired
On June 1, 1813, the commander of the U.S. frigate Chesafor having a schedule other
peake, Captain James Lawrence, said, "Don't give up the ship"
than straight to work and
during a losing battle with a British frigate.
straight home.
On this date:
In 1792, Kentucky became the 15th state of the union.
In 1796, Tennessee became the 16th state.
In 1801, Mormon leader Brigham Young was born in Whitingham, Vt.
In 1868, James Buchanan, the 15th president of the United
States, died near Lancaster. Pa.
In 1926, actress Marilyn Monroe was born in Los Angeles.
In 1943. a civilian flight from Lisbon to London was shot
down by the Germans during World War II, killing all aboard.
including actor Leslie Howard.
In 1944, the British Broadcasting Corporation aired a coded
message intended to warn the French resistance that the DDay invasion was imminent.
In 1958, Charles de Gaulle became premier of France.
In 1977, the Soviet Union formally charged Jewish human
rights activist Anatoly Shcharansky with treason. (Shcharansky
was imprisoned, then released in 1986.)
In 1980, 25 years ago, Cable News Network made its debut.
Ten years ago: President Clinton visited Billings. Mont.,
where he met with farmers and presided over a televised town
hall meeting.
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FIRST REGION TOURNAMENT

Two Down ...
CALLOWAY COUNTY 3, LONE OAK 1

AP Photo

Detroit Pistons forward
Tayshaun Prince (22) is
sandwiched by Miami Heat
guard Damon Jones(6)and
forward Udonis Haslem
during the second quarter
of the Eastern Conference
Finals at the Palace In
Mich.,
Hills,
Auburn
Tuesday.

NBA
FINALS

Pistons
motoring
tight back
AUBURN HILLS, Mich.
(AP) — True to form, the
defending NBA champion
Detroit Pistons were dominant
when it mattered most.
Richard Hamilton scored 28
points and Rasheed Wallace had
20 to lead the Pistons past the
Miami Heat 106-96 Tuesday
night in Game 4, evening the
Eastern Conference finals.
Detroit was consistently
aggressive on defense and
unselfish on offense because it
didn't want: osei.41....hassal
down 3-1, a deficit just seven of
159 teams have recovered from
in postseason history.
"We knew that it was a must
win and our backs were against
the wall," said Chauncey
Billups, who had 17 points,
seven assists and no turnovers.
"Unfortunately, that's when
we're at our best."
The Pistons trailed Indiana 21 in the conference semifinals,
then advanced to play Miami
with three straight wins. Detroit
went to New Jersey behind 3-2
in the same round last season
and responded by winning two
in a row. With their four current
starters playing key roles, the
Pistons made the rare rally from
a 3-1 deficit against Orlando in
the first round two years ago.
With reports swirling about
their coach leaving after the season,the Pistons were focused on
the Heat because they provided
enough problems with wins in
the two previous games.
Many expect Larry Brown to
become the president for basketball operations in Cleveland
next season, though Brown
insists he would like to continue
coaching if his health allows it.
"We don't care about that
now," Billups said.
Game 5 is Thursday night in
Miami and Game 6 will be
Saturday night back at The
Palace.
"Every game we're in is a
must win," said Miami's
Dwyane Wade, who scored 28
points on 10-of-22 shooting
after scoring 76 points in the
previous two games.
The Pistons took the lead for
good after Shaquille O'Neal got
into foul trouble midway
through the first quarter.
Detroit didn't have a turnover
in the first half, never let Wade
get into a scoring groove —
thanks in large part to
Hamilton's defense — and was
never seriously challenged in
the fourth quarter.
O'Neal, limited by foul trou
ble, had 12 points and five
rebounds. Udonis Haslem
scored 14 — two more than he
had in the series — while Eddie
Jones and Keyon Dooling each
scored 11 for the Heat.
"Our ball movement wasn't
great. I think their pressure had a
lot to do with it,- Miami coach
Stan Van Gundy said. "I know
you're not supposed to say that
— that the other team had anything to do with it."

Lakers Built
'Ford' tough
against
Lone Oak
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
—
PADUCAH, Ky.
across
out
is
School
Kentucky.
Yet, the Calloway County
decided
team
baseball
Tuesday to kick the summer
season off the right way with
an extra session, having Lone
Oak sit in with pen and paper
in hand.
The Lakers got a masterful
pitching performance from
Austin McCuiston, used
meticulous hitting to manufacture runs and used marvelous defensive play to
school the Purple Flash 3-1 in
the first semifinal game of the
Baseball
Region
First
Brooks
at
Tournament
Stadium.
With the win, the Lakers
eclipsed the school record of
26 wins set by the 1986 team,
improving to 27-6 on the season. Calloway will play
Heath today at 7 p.m. in theregional championship game,
it will mark the first time the
Lakers have reached the
region finals since 1994.
The First Region winner
goes on to play the Third
Region champion at Brooks
Stadium in a sub-state round
III See LAKERS Page 2C

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times photo

Lone Oak's Brandon Robinson (left) watches as Laker a"
Tuesday at Brooks Stadium in Paducah in a semifinal ga

-p Taylor Thieke turns a fourth-inning double play
e First Region Baseball Tournament.

... One To Go
LADY LAKERS 9, BALLARD MEMORIAL 0

Lady Lakers bomb
Ballard Memorial with
six-run 6th inning

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
For the past two seasons, pitcher Kalyn Fox has been credited
with much of the success of the Calloway County Lady Laker
softball team. And rightfully so.
But even she took a backseat to what the Lady.Lakers accomplished during Tuesday's 9-0 rout of Ballard Memorial in the
semifinal round of the First Region Softball Tournament, hosted
by Murray High School.
Calloway (17-7), which had scored just four or more runs four
times this season entering yesterday's play, erupted for six runs in
the sixth inning to deep-six the Lady Bombers (12-11) and
advance to the regional final for the second straight year.
"Right now, we're hitting the ball better than we have all year,"
said CCHS head coach James Piga."We have some kids hitting
now that just hadn't been hitting. ... I think we're playing our best
ball right now, and that's what you want to do."
The red-hot Lady Lakers, who have won four straight and five
of their last six, will get a familiar foe in Thursday's 6 p.m. championship game.
Prennial powerhouse Reidland (27-12), which fell to Calloway
10-1 in last year's region championship contest at La Center,
reached the title game for the seventh time in eight years by edging St. Mary 1-0 in Tuesday's second semifinal.
CCHS and the Lady Greyhounds have met once this season,
with Reidland earning a 3-0 victory on May 3 at Lady Laker
Field.
Fox may have been slightly off her game on Tuesday, allowing
the Lady Bombers at least one baserunner in every inning but the
seventh. However, the Lady Lakers made Ballard's minor scoring
threats a mute point in the sixth.
Already leading 3-0, Calloway left no doubt that it would
remain alive to defend its region crown, getting five hits from 10
batters in the frame.

Calloway County's Carrie Radke slides safely Into second base as Ballard Memorial
shortstop Kayla Cooper applies the tag during Tuesday's First Region Softball
Tournament semifinal at Murray High School. Radke was 3-for-4 in the contest as the
Lady Lakers advanced to their second straight region final.
•See CALLOWAY Page 2C

Jennings' best stuff shuts downs baseball's best lineup
DENVER (AP) — He shut
down one of the best lineups in
baseball. He outclassed one of
the top pitchers in the game. He
did it at the toughest pitcher's
park around.
There was no denying Jason
Jennings earned his milestone
the hard way Tuesday night,
when he became the winningest

pitcher in Coors Field history by
throwing seven innings in a 2-1
victory over Mark Mulder and
the St. Louis Cardinals.
"I don't think anyone will
really tell you they like pitching
here," Jennings said. "I embrace
the challenge. It's always extra
special when you get a win here,
because you know you earned

it."
Jennings (3-6) won his 25th
game at Coors Field, passing
Pedro Astacio on a very unCoors-like night: lz was only the
eighth 2-1 game in the 10-year
history of the park, the kind of
taut, low-scoring affair that
manager Clint Hurdle said was
like "eating spaghetti in a white

shirt."
"At the end of it, you look at
it and you say,'My goodness, I
didn't get anything on me."
Hurdle said.
Indeed, there was no margin
for error — not against the
Cardinals, and especially not
against Mulder (7-2), who
allowed back-to-back homers to

Dustan Mohr and Todd Greene
in the fourth to see his sevengame winning streak snapped.
"You'd think that nine out of
10 times giving up two runs here
you'd win," said Mulder, who
pitched seven-plus innings."But
give Jennings credit, he pitched
an outstanding game."
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Marcy Boggess got the
inning started in a painful way,
taking an April Carter pitch off
her left leg. The junior had little
time to shake off the pain,
though, as she scored all the way
from first on a Traci Rose double down the left-field line.
The second run of the inning
scored when Meagan Starks' fly
ball to center was misplayed by
Ballard's Haley Hudson, allowing Rose to trot home.
Carrie Radke then doubled
home a pair of runs. But the
Lady Lakers saved the best for

last as designated hitter Whitney
Hendon blasted her second tworun home run in as many days,
smashing a Carter offering over
the fence in right-center field to
cap the scoring.
Hendon, who has now hit
homers in back-to-back days
after previously hitting just one
in her Calloway County career,
had went 1 -for-3 with a pair of
strikeouts on the day before
stepping to the plate in the sixth.
Radke's double was her third
hit in four plate appearances in

senior first baseman, who drove in two runs in
the contest, narrowly missed a
perfect day at the dish, getting
robbed of a hit in the fifth as
Hudson dove to snare her line
drive to center.
"The coaches helped me
make a change in my swing, and
nos I'm seeing the ball really
v, ell,- said Radke, who also had
a pair of hits in Monday's 4-1
victory over Heath. "Hitting has
been contagious for us in many
of our games. I guess now we're
the game. The

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times photo

Calloway County head coach Steve Smith voices his opinion on a call made by third
base umpire Billy Latham Tuesday during the First Region Baseball Tournament
at
Brooks Stadium in Paducah. Taylor Thieke (foreground) walks back to the dugout after
Latham called him out on an attempted steal in the third inning.
to determine who travels to Lambert and then Blake perfect pitch and a perfect
Applebee's Park in Lexington Lawrence singled to right field.
opportunity. He read it perfectly,
for the first round of the state
Justin Edwards' single to left and then he gets penalized on a
tournament.
scored Lambert. But Wes bad call. That's the humor'error
On
Tuesday, Calloway Swayer closed Lone Oak's sea- that is baseball."
knocked Lone Oak starter son with a fly out to Josh
On Coles' line drive, Smith
Kenny Ford around for seven Streetman.
told Latham that he saw "white
hits. Ford worked seven full
"I just didn't
• locate well grass," meaning the ball hit the
innings and gave up three runs, tonight, and that last inning I did foul line and should have been
including one earned. He struck a little worse," said McCuiston, fair.
out four and walked three, while who last pitched in the Lakers'
"I thought I saw white grass
the Purple Flash committed four Fourth District win over archri- come up. It could have been the
errors on defense.
val Murray High, striking out 12 sun, it could have been dead
McCuiston, on the other while walking no one. "I didn't grass, but I saw something white
hand, earned good marks from feel as though I was as sharp as come up," Smith said. "When I
his coach for his efforts against last week, by any means. But I went running out there, I heard
Lone Oak. The junior right-han- managed to battle and get it the crowd going nuts, so I knew
der gave up one run on four hits done with the defense behind then it must have been fair. I told
and struck out two in seven me."
him I thought it was fair, but
innings.
The Lakers jumped on Lone there was nothing I could do to
McCuiston entered Tuesday Oak in the top of the second chauga it.
with a sparkling ERA of 119. z. Inning, getting one fun off the
"Thbt's probably as animated'
He held the Purple Flash in bat of Matt Harris. who singled as I've been on the baseball
check throughout most of the into left field to score Wes field. I heard some of the parents
game, despite giving up a run Adams, who had reached base" practically laughing, saying,
with two outs in the seventh with a bunt single.
'Man, if Coach Smith is getting
inning.
A little drama ensued for that mad, it must be wrong."
"Austin gave us an Austin- Calloway, its fans and Smith in
Good karma came back
like performance." Laker head the top of the third inning, when around in the fourth inning for
coach Steve Smith said. "To say two calls went against the Calloway, though. It helped the
it was an Austin-like perform- Lakers, thanks in part to third Lakers defensively and killed
ance is a compliment to him. base umpire Billy Latham.
any threat Lone Oak hoped to
I'm going to tell you. I don't
Bryan Coles hit a solid shot make.
know anybody that has a better down the left-field line that
With McCuiston laboring
approach for a performance.
Latham called foul. As a result, with runners at first and second
"He has a routine, and he Taylor Thieke- who previous- and just one out, Tyler Lambert
sticks to it. He's disciplined ly singled into left field and lined out to Logan Schwettman
throughout the year. I told him advanced to second on an errant at second base. Schwettman
before the game, all the work pick off attempt - returned to then stepped on second to douthat you have done, all the second, preventing one run. ble up Andy Ford.
games that you have had to Coles struck out, and then Lone
Clinging to a 1-0 lead,
throw for us the past three years, Oak completed an inning-end- Calloway added a run in the top
they've all prepared you for this. ing double play by throwing out of the fifth when Coles blooped
So go out there and give us an Thieke on a steal attempt at third a single into center field to score
Austin-like performance, and he base.
Troy Lewis. who was pinch-rundid."
Smith, usually mild-man- ning for Colby Starks. Starks led
McCuiston assessed himself. nered, became livid with off the inning by reaching on an
He may have lacked control on Latham's call at third, partially error by the Lone Oak right
his curveball. but a two-seamer because of Thieke's alert deci- fielder.
helped out, scorching the Purple sion.
The Lakers' only other run
Flash bats.
"I thought Thieke made a
came in the top of the seventh
• In the bottom of the seventh, great read on a steal attempt to inning, when Lewis scored
Lone Oak had a chance to take third, and he did exactly what he again on Wes Adams' sacrifice
the lead after McCuiston gave was supposed to do and he exe- to second.
up a two-out walk to Tyler cuted," Smith said."He picked a

BM namesSandy as athletic director
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) Mark Sandy, an associate athletic director at the University of
Richmond, was named Eastern

Kentucky's athletic director on
Tuesday.
Sandy will begin his new
duties on July I. university

BETTER BUILT GARAGES, INC.
EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST!
Family Owned & Operated Since 1987

1-888-852-3451 • 270-674-5530 • Me!bet-. KY
CHECK THESE FEATURES:
A 4" concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B. 12 footing
Polyurethane
C.
under concrete
• Anchor bolts in
concrete
E Treated bottom
plates
F Constr gr
studs
G 7/116 0 S B
undersiding
H Masonite wood or vinyl siding

Elp

it

L.

I Self-supporting 2.6
trusted rafters 2 ft -0
J 1/2 plywood/0 S B
K Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered
M Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
O 2x4 fascia
aluminum coverer,
P 2.10 headers
p 4.4 raised curt

President Joanne Glasser said.
He will replace John Shafer,
who resigned in October 2004,
citing health concerns. Interim
athletic director Robert "Jake"
Bell had said he would not be a
candidate for the permanent job.

"It was important that we
bring to our campus an individual who can build on our tradition of excellence and capitalize
on our recent success in the
Ohio Valley Conference and on
the national stage," Glasser said.
"Mark Sandy understands intercollegiate athletics from every
possible standpoint."

COMPARE OUR QUALITY & VALUE
Deluxe Models IN/ hardboard siding
Deluxe Models w/ vinyl siding
1 1/2 CAR (12.20)
56,775 1 1/2 CAR (12.20) .
S7.2'
57.575 2 CAR (18.20)
57.9'
2 CAR (18.20)
ARGE CAR (22.22)...
57.995 (22x22).
S8.3
12 CAR (24.24).
58.075 2 112 CAR (24.24)
58.4'
58.775 LARGE 2 112 CAR (24.301
S9.1 ARGE 2 ¶2 CAR (24x 30)
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0E401
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Check us out online for custom-built garages
and portable buildings at www hbgarages.cOM

home Jessica
who smacked a leadoff
double and advanced to third on
a sacrifice bunt by Boggess.
The Lady Lakers, who
pounded out 12 hits in the game,
added two more runs in the
fourth on a single by Starks.
That was more than enough
for Fox, who allowed five hits
Rose
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Paying too much for
Home Insurance?

Call me today for a FREE quote.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Floods
27 22.551
Atlanta
28 23.549
Washington
27 25.519 1 1/2
New York
26 26.500 2 1/2
Philadelphia
25 27.481 3 1/2
Central Division
W L Pc1 GB
St. Louis
33 18.647
Chicago
26 24.520 6 1/2
Milwaukee
24 27.471
9
Pittsburgh
23 27.460 9 1/2
Cincinnati
21 31.40412 1/2
Houston
19 32.373
14
West Division
W
L Pct GB
San Diego
33 19.635
Anzona
30 22.577
3
Los Angeles
26 25.510 6 1/2
San Francisco
23 27.460
9
Colorado
15 35.300
17

Tuesday's Game*
Pittsburgh 5. Florida 4
Washington 5, Atlanta 4
Philadelphia 5, San Francisco 2
Anzona 7, N V Mets 0
Houston 4, Cincinnati 3
Colorado 2, St. Louis 1
San Diego 8, Milwaukee 4
Chicago Cubs 2, L.A Dodgers 1 10
innings
Wednesday's Games
Florida (Moehler 2-2) at Pittsburgh
(Fogg 3-3). 605 p.m
Atlanta (Srnoltz 3-4) at Washington
(Armas 1-3), 6:05 p.m
San Francisco (Rueter 2-3) at
Philadelphia (Udle 5-3), 605 p.m
Anzona (Webb 6-1) at N.Y. Mets
(V.Zambrano 2-5), 6:10 p.m.
Cincinnati (Ra.Ortiz 1-3) at Houston
(Oswalt 5-6), 705 p.m
St. Louis (Morns 5-0) at Colorado
(Kennedy 3-5), 8:05 p.m
Milwaukee (D Davis 6-5) at San Diego
(Lawrence 3-5). 9:05 p.m
Chicago Cubs (Koronka 0-0) at L.A.
Dodgers (Lowe 4-4), 9 10 p.m.

American Lseguir Standings
All Times EDT
East Division
W L Pet GB
Baltimore
31 20.608
Beaton
28 23 549
3
Toronto
28 24 538 3 1/2
New York
4
27 24 529
Tampa Bay
19 34 358
13
Central Division
W
L Pet GB
Chicago
35 17 673
Minnesota
29 21.580
5
Cleveland
25 25.500
9
Detroit
23 26469101/2
Kansas City
14 37.27520 1/2
West Division
W L Pct GB
Texas
30 20.600
Los Angeles
30 22.577
1
Seattle
21 30.412 9 1/2
Oakland
19 32.37311 1(2
Tuesday's Games
Texas 8. Detroit 2
Boston 5, Baltimore 1
Chicago White Sox 5, L.A. Angels 4
Cleveland 4, Minnesota 3
Kansas City 5, N.Y Yankees 3
Toronto 9, Seattle 7
Oakland 10, Tampa Bay 1
WsdnescLey's Gaines
Texas (Drese 4-4) at Detroit
(Sonderman 5-3), 605 p.m.
Baltimore (Ponson 5-3) at Boston
(Wakefield 4-4), 6:05 p.m.
L A Angels (Byrd 4-4) at Chicago White
Sox (Contreras 2-2), 605 p m
Cleveland (Lee 6-2) at Minnesota
(Radke 4-4), 7:10 p.m.
N Y. Yankees (R.Johnson 5-3) at
Kansas City (Carrasco 0-1). 7 10 p m
Toronto (Chacin 5-3) at Seattle (Meche
4-3), 9:05 p.m.
Tampa Bay (Hendrickson 2-2) at
Oakland (Zito 1-6). 905 p.m

doubled

Greer,

while striking out eight and issuing one walk. Fox also got some

Two Murray youth
teams reach finals of
Memorial Shootout

help in the field, as the Calloway
defense caught Ballard shortstop
Kayla Cooper in two rundowns.
One of Cooper's baserunning
gaffes proved costly to the Lady
Bombers.

Ballard trailing just 1-0
she lead off with a
base hit to right field and then
moved to second on Hudson's
sacrifice bunt. But Carter fouled
out to the catcher, Greer, for the
second out of the inning. Greer
later threw to second base,
catching Cooper in a rundown
between second and third to end
Ballard's game-tying threat.
Carter was battered for 12
hits while striking out three and
walking one.
With

in the third,

Bell wins in
debut with
Royals
By The Associated Press
Buddy Bell capped a long
day with a win in his first game
as Kansas City's new manager.
Juan Gonzalez had a shorter and
more frustrating day with the
team Bell left behind.
Bell was hired as the Royals'
14th manager Tuesday, then was
in the dugout hours later to
watch his new team snap a sixgame losing streak with a 5-3
victory

over

the

New

York

While managing Detroit and
Colorado. Bell was 345-462 and
had his only winning season
when the Rockies went 82-80 in
2000. He figures to lose many
more games with the Royals,
who are a major league-worst
14-37, but Tuesday's game
made him realize how much he
missed managing while serving
as Cleveland's bench coach.
"It was the first time in a
while I didn't have to do something to get my heart started,"
said Bell, who was awake at 4
a.m. "It did it on its own."

Photo Submitted

Murray Thunder pitcher Aaron Sweeney hurls the
ball home during his team's semifinal win over the
Southeast (Mo.) Renegades in the 13-under division
of the ninth annual Memorial Tourism Shootout, held
last weekend at ballparks in Murray and Mayfield.
Special to the Ledger
The Thunder went 2-1 in preTwo of the three participating liminary play to win their pool,
Murray youth baseball teams beating the Paducah Chiefs and
reached the finals in their PIAS before falling 12-5 to the
respective age divisions of the Marshall County Marshals.
ninth annual Memorial Tourism
The Murray Jaguars battled
Shootout, held last weekend at tough in the 10-under division,
ballparks in Murray and but their title play fortunes were
Mayfield.
dealt a crippling blow in a 7-6
A total of 44 teams in eight loss to the SEMO Cobras in the
age groups rolled into the area to first game of pool play. The Jags
play in the USSSA World Series came back to clobber the Little
qualifier tournament.
River Bandits 20-5, but then fell
Team Blaze fell 16-8 to the to the Evansville Spikes 14-1 in
Evansville Spikes in the title their final qualifying game.
game of the 9-under division, They did not advance to Sunday
while the Murray Thunder lost action, posting a 1-2 record.
13-4 to Play It Again Sports for
Many nail-biters were conthe championship in the 13- tested in the other divisions
under division.
throughout the weekend as
The Blaze reached the finals champs in ail eight divisions
via an 11-2 win over the Cadiz were crowned on Sunday.
Titans in the semifinals. Team
Blaze posted a 2-1 record in
pool play, including another epic
Uniy Suitor
battle with the Murray Bucs that
aim Wadyammo kap
ended with a 16-15 loss. The
Bucs were also 2-1 in pool play,
but fell to the Spikes 20-9 in
their semifinal contest.
The Murray Thunder's chamTV, radio
pionship effort appeared impactMAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
ed by their hard-fought semifi6 p.m.
- LA Angels at Chicago
nal win over the Southeast(Mo.) ESPN2
White Sox or Baltimore at Boston
Renegades. Murray beat its
9 p.m.
championship opponent, PIAS, ESPN2- Chicago Cubs at L.A.
Dodgers Of MilWiltilte, at San Diego.
in pool play 13-6, which providNBA
ed extra incentive for the visiI p.nt.
ESPN
PisyoSs,
Walter
tors from Louisville in the
Conaway* Fs,game 5. San
finale.
Antonio it
Phoenix

II

•

just getting the hits when it
counts."
•
Calloway opened the scoring
in the bottom of the second, as

Yankees.

We offer you: FREE Estimates References and Location
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SENIORS
Healthy Grandparents Some Mississippi
By KATHY HANRAHAN
Associated Press Writer
HATTIESBURG, Miss. (AP)
Sitting in a health clinic meeting room
at dinnertime, Carroll Harmon, mulls
over his salad.
Seven months earlier Harmon's diet
wasn't so green. He generally ate what
he pleased and he and his wife, Mary,
71, thought they were in relatively good
shape.
Then they took stress tests as part of
a program designed to improve the
health of grandparents who care for
their grandchildren.
While most grandparents enrolled in
Project Grandfamilies credit it with
changing their lives, Carroll Harmon,
73, says it "saved his neck." After failing the stress tests, Harmon found that
90 percent of his arteries were blocked
and if he didn't have quadruple bypass
surgery, he could die. Doctors also discovered Mary Harmon had an arrhythmia.
Both had surgery, lost weight and
enjoy the benefits of the program they

g d They have horrible
eating habits. Kids
eat worse than the grandParents.,,
— Sylvia Forster
Pine Belt Association for Families
Director
feel saved their lives.
"Something good has come out of it
for all of us, I think," Mrs. Harmon
said.
The Harmons care for two grandchildren Angelina, 12, and Guitano, 15.
All attend weekly meetings at a health
clinic where they learn about good
nutrition and fitness.
While taking on the responsibility of
young children can be a hardship, the
Harmons join more than 48,061 grandparents across the state and 2.3 million
nationwide who care for their children's
children, according to AARP and the
2003 U.S. Census.

Sylvia Forster, who heads the Pine
Belt Association for Families which
coordinates several support groups,
worried about the health of the grandparents she met who were caring for
young children. She won a grant and
launched Project Grandfamilies Health
Watchers.
"We wanted to turn around their eating habits," she said. "They have horrible eating habits. Kids eat worse than
the grandparents."
One of the worst habits, according to
Forster, is non-diet soft drinks and
sweetened iced tea, still a favorite in the
South. She's pushed the families
toward water, diet drinks and a sugar
substitute for their tea.
At the beginning of the program, 20
grandparents took a senior fitness test,
which includes basic exercises like
touching their toes and walking around
a 50-yard course.
"Two or three of them couldn't make
it two laps around the track. Now they
can walk four, five or six laps around
the track. They are much more flexi-

grandparents raising
their grandchildren get
lessons in good health
ble," said Dr. Linda Hall of the Health
Management Connection, the health
clinic where the weekly meetings take
place.
When the program started, Dorothy
Fikes said she had trouble just getting
around the house.
"I could barely walk to the corner at
my house," said the 65-year-old who
cares for Brickalya, her 6-year-old foster child. Now Fikes is walking six or
more blocks,
Forster said that seven months ago,
only one grandparent was in the normal
weight range, three were overweight
and 16 obese.
Since the start of the program, the
grandparents as a group have lost
weight, lowered their cholesterol and

blood sugar and improved their flexibility.
-We learned that you have to stay fit
jo keep up," said John Green.
Green and his wife, Diane, both in
their late 50s, care for their grandchildren Ivy, 9, and Andrew, 5. The Greens
said they are more conscious of what
they eat since learning how to read
nutritional labels on food.
The Grandfamilies project is set to
end in August unless it receives another
grant, but whatever happens. Forster
hopes the families will continue their
good health habits.
"It's not about how you look, it's
how much you weigh," she said.

Computer classes teaching .) Take The Spring With You Wherever You Gol
SPECIAL OFFER
seniors how to surf the Web
OFF
puter skills come naturally'— pleted, the group will compile a
By BETH CRACE
particularly those who grew up report and presentation to take to
The Daily Independent
ASHLAND,Ky.(AP)— The before the world went "paper a regional competition in
halls had changed somewhat free."
Cincinnati, with the intent of liv"I just feel like I'd like to ing up to last year's club which
since Bill Metzler used to walk
up and down them as a junior know" how to use a computer," competed nationally.
high school student in the 1930s. said Joyce Webb. A homemaker
"I just thought: This brings with two adult sons and a workback memories from years back ing husband, she longs to be
when I was first enrolled," said able to communicate via e-mail.
Metzler, who passed through "There are so many times I just
what used to be known as feel like I need to know."
Putnam Junior High before
Judging from the turnout,
graduating from Ashland High others appeared to feel the same
School in 1942.
way.
He was one oPPIL.--studerits -4••••1511ch was the theory •vf
enrolled recently in a "Surfing Ashland
Community
and
Seniors" introductory computer Technical
College's SIFE
class at what is now Verity (Students In Free Enterprise)
Middle School. Taking a break club. The group decided to teach
to chat as students from Ashland the class, aimed mostly at senior
Community and Technical citizens, as a free community
College offered instruction, he service to help others learn basic
marveled at the what used to be. computer skills.
The course is one of four
The entrance, he said, was
clear on the other side of the projects the club will conduct
building and the structure, throughout the semester. Work
which he hadn't visited since will focus on entrepreneurship,
leaving the school, has been personal finance, business ethics
and international economics.
entirely remodeled.
"Surfing Seniors" actually
Metzler, whose
family
migrated to Ashland from had been suggested a year ago,
Arkansas during the Great and was taken up by this year's
Depression, also remembered group as its choice for a project.
When all projects are comsodding the football field which
was being constructed by federal WPA workers.
"Everything. I haven't taken
\
P1)1 I II if j
'IL
a tour, but it's completely been
remodeled," said Metzler. "...
What I've seen doesn't even
resemble the old Putnam."
of Murray
But, then, a lot things have
changed. Computers, he said
hillip Mapper,
with a laugh, definitely weren't
- Hearing Aids a part of the school's curricuReferrals Required'
lum.
CófltoAppo4ntme
"Oh, no," he said. "That was
30 IE M
years later."
These days,just about everyone — from preschoolers to senior citizens — is confronted with
computers. From sending emails to keeping up personal
finances to business purposes,
reasons for becoming technologically literate abound.
But that doesn't mean com-
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HEALTH
Government launching drive to
get kids to eat healthier foods
By LAURAN NEERGAARD
AP Medical Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Choose food portions no larger
than your fist. Eat -go foods" —
like lowfat milk, oatmeal and
veggies — every day and save
chips and other "whoa foods"
for special occasions.
This advice is part of a new
government campaign to use
kid-friendly nutrition tips to prevent preteens from getting fat.
Simple training did get 8- to
10-year-olds to eat healthier for
three years, concludes the
biggest study ever to track the
impact of childhood nutrition
education. But there's more
work to do: Snacks, desserts and
pizza still made up an astonishing one-third of those youngsters' diets.
Nevertheless, "kids can learn
to take small, positive, healthy
steps," said Dr. Elizabeth Nabel,
chief of the National Heart,
Lung and Blood Institute, which
sponsored the research and on
Wednesday begins the "We
Can!" program to spread the
results. "It suggests that kids
who learn to eat healthy during
their adolescence will continue
to eat healthy."
One key: Don't forbid the
foods that children find yummy,
but teach balance. For example,
eating a healthy breakfast is
important for staying fit.
Unsweetened whole-grain cereal, like oatmeal, is a go-food
choice. Prefer waffles or pancakes? Those are "slow foods,"
perhaps for the weekend.
Croissants, doughnuts or sweetened breakfast cereals are
"whoa foods," maybe for a holiday or vacation treat.
Getting grade-school children in the habit of drinking
lowfat milk instead of whole
milk, eating an apple a day, or
choosing carrot sticks or raisins
as an after-school snack makes

Portions have grown over years, packing more calories
Average portion sizes have grown significantly over the last 20 years as "supersize" servings
have become more common. And, along with those larger sizes come a lot more calories.
A comparison of calories In average servings - then and now
Cheeseburger Bagel
20 YEARS A00
PAM° illustration

TODAY

333
590

Spaghetti
and meatballs

Soda

Blueberry
muffin

500
1,020

85
250

210
500

140
350

SOURCE: Department of Health and Human Services

them more likely to continue
those habits when they're old
enough to choose foods on their
own,
said
Northwestern
University dietitian Linda Van
Horn, who led the new study.
But children must have
access to tasty, healthy choices,
stressed Van Horn: If only hot
dogs are served at the baseball
game, that's what they'll eat.
Noses turn up when the only
vegetable choice at the school
lunch program is mushy beans.
Already, the nation has 9 million children ages 6 to 16 who
are overweight, according to
federal
health
officials.
Overweight children usually
grow into overweight adults, at
increased risk of heart disease,
diabetes, asthma and other disorders — not to mention the
childhood turmoil of being
teased and left out of sports and
other fun activities.
The new study tracked 595
children, half of whom had
received, with their parents, special education on how to make
healthier food choices. Three
years later, kids who had attended the nutrition classes were eating more "go" foods than their
peers in every food group except
fruit, Van Horn reports in the
June issue of the journal
Pediatrics. They also ate fewer
"whoa" foods, with one exception: pizza. And for desserts,
they were more likely to pick
lower-fat options like frozen
yogurt.

AP

Still, neither group ate
enough fruits or vegetables, and
the high amount of daily snackThe proliferation of "supersized"
ing and pizza was stunning, said
meal portions has distorted some
Van Horn.
people's ability to visualize
The $2.6 million "We Can!"
appropriate serving amounts.
campaign aims to extend those
Tips to help visualize
food lessons — along with
appropriate meal portions
encouraging more physical
One pancake
activity — to all 8- to 13-yearequals a
olds.
compact disc
It's a two-pronged program.
First, more than 35 communities
One slice of
so far have signed up to offer
bread equals a
youth and parent education
cassette tape
materials, or to offer hands-on
One cup of salad
activities such as summer camps
greens equals a
that teach nutrition and afterbaseball
school programs that promise
healthy snacks.
One and one half
Second, a government Web
ounce cheese
equals four
site aimed at parents —
stacked dice
http://wecan.nhIbi.nih.gov —
provides education on ways to
Two tablespoons
fight obesity, including such tips
peanut butter equals
as:
a ping pong ball
• Make it easier to get
Three ounces of
healthy snacks and harder to get
meat, fish or
unhealthy ones. Don't keep
poultry equals a
chips in the house, but keep a
deck of cards
bowl of fruit within reach on the
kitchen counter. Choose a SOURCE Department of Health
AP
checkout line without the candy and Human Sermes
display.
Many children live in comIN Limit TV or video games
to two hours or less a day. Don't munities where traffic, distance
just sit and watch — challenge or crime make outdoor ptay or
your children to a jumping-jack getting to a park or gym impossible. The National Institutes of
contest during commercials.
•Go on an after-dinner fam- Health is bringing together
ily walk or bike ride; make out- researchers Wednesday to
door play, or visits to gyms or debate how much a child's environment increases the risk for
recreation centers, routine.
obesity, and how to help.

Meal size guide

L=.1

Similar results found despite various bypass methods
DALLAS (AP) — Heart about 10 years ago.
bypass patients fare about the
"It's been debated quite vehesame no matter which of two mently for a number of years,"
surgery methods doctors use, said Sellke, also chief of cardioconcludes an American Heart thoracic surgery at Beth Israel
Association review of more than Deaconess Medical Center in
four dozen studies.
Boston and professor of surgery
The finding might help at Harvard Medical School.
resolve a long-running debate
"Initially, we would have
over which bypass technique is expected a lot better results with
best: the standard procedure of the off-pump," said Dr. Harold
stopping the heart and using a Urschel at Baylor University
heart-lung machine or the newer Medical Center in Dallas.
method of operating with the "People are backing off of it
heart still beating.
now because there's not an
"The bottom line is you can advantage of using it in the stanget a very good operation using dard case and it's a little harder
either technique," said lead for the surgeon." '
author Dr. Frank Selike, of the
In fact, President Clinton's
heart association's Council on heart surgery was done the tradiCardiovascular Surgery and tional way, which is used on
Anesthesia. "The advantages more than 75 percent of bypass
and disadvantages tend to be patients. His heart was stopped
quite small when you compare for more than an hour and he
one to the other."
was put on a heart-lung
He noted the cost is about the machine. That process carries a
same for both.
small risk of stroke and neuroThe so-called "off-pump" logical complications.
operation, in which the stillHowever, Sellke said that
beating heart is held by a device research shows the difference in
while the bypass graft is sewn in brain function in the two surgerplace, began to gain ground ies was slight and that when

those problems do occur they
usually disappear in three to four
months.
The heart association's statement on the matter, published
Tuesday
in
the journal
Circulation, was based on a
review of clinical trial data and
other studies.
During a coronary artery
bypass to relieve chest pain and
reduce the risk of heart attack, a
vessel from elsewhere in the
body is sewn in to detour blood
around blocked section of artery.
There are about 300,000 such
surgeries performed in the
United States each year, Sellke
said.
"It's a little harder to do the
grafts off-pump," said Dr.
Timothy Gardner, a co-author of
the heart association statement
and medical director of the
Center for Heart and Vascular
Health at Christiana Care Health

System in Wilmington, Del. He
said that people who undergo
the on-pump surgery tend to
have more grafts.
The patient benefiting the
most from off-pump surgery is
someone with a severely calcified or diseased aorta, the heart
association said. Clamping a
calcified aorta can cause a piece
of the calcium to break off and
give the patient a stroke, Sellke
said.
Urschel said that at Baylor,
about a third of the bypasses end
up being done off-pump. In
addition to patients with calcified aortas, the technique may
also be used if the patient is
high-risk and can't afford to lose
too much blood.
Sellke said a more definitive
answer on the superiority of one
method over the other would
require a large, carefully controlled study.

Simpler test overlooks
many potential colon
cancers in women

BOSTON (AP)— A widely used screening tool for colon cancer, sigmoidoscopy, misses precancerous growths in almost twothirds of women — a disturbing failure rate twice as high as the
one seen in men, a government-backed study found.
"All our data until now has been based on men. What this data
shows is it's a lot worse in women," said Dr. Philip Schoenfeld of
the University of Michigan and U.S. Department of Veterans
Affairs.
The researchers said colonoscopy — a more reliable but more
expensive test than sigmoidoscopy — should now be considered
the preferred method for most women.
Even before the study, patients were increasingly choosing
colonoscopies, in part because of serious questions about the reliability of sigmoidoscopies. The latest research is likely to accelerate the trend.
Both colonoscopy and sigmoidoscopy involve the use of a
long, flexible tube to inspect the twisting colon for precancerous
growths, or polyps. But a colonoscope is longer and is used to
examine the entire 6-foot length of the colon, while a sigmoidoscope inspects only the lower 2 feet or so.
The new study, led by Schoenfeld, involved 1,463 women,
ages 50 to 79, at four military hospitals. It was published
Thursday in The New England Journal of Medicine and funded
by the National Cancer Institute.
The researchers first used colonoscopes to find all polyps.
They then calculated how many worrisome ones would have
been missed by sigmoidoscopy alone.
Sigmoidoscopes were already in question because they find
precancerous tumors in only 66 percent of average-risk men who
have them. In this new study, sigmoidoscopes did even worse in
average-risk wortm, detecting precancerous tumors in just 35
percent of the patients who had them.
Medical guidelines recommend either regular sigmoidoscopies or colonoscopies after age 50. The number of colonoscopies has already been rising in recent years, especially among
high-risk patients. A federal survey put the number of colonolcopies at 14 million in 2002, compared to 3 million sigmoidoscopies.

Naulty named Podiatric
Physician of Year for 2005
Dr. Stuart A. Naulty, D.P.M.,
who has an office in Murray, has
been
awarded
Podiatric
Physician of
the Year 2005
honors from
the Kentucky
Podiatric
Medical
Association.
The award was
presented to
Naulty at the
Naulty
2005 Annual
Scientific
Conference
in
Florence on Saturday, May 21.
Naulty is a board-certified
foot surgeon. He has practiced
in both Murray and Benton for
24 years and is on the medical
staff at
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and Marshal
County Hospital. He is president
of the Kentucky Board of
Podiatry and has been chairman
of the Licensure Testing
Committee. He is also past
chairman of the Kentucky
Podiatric Medical Association
Ethics Committee.
Each year the KPMA chooses

a member that has been the most
outstanding contributor to the
advancement of podiatry in the
state.
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